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Speaking skills of foreign faculty
questioned

Making
waves

Alllwnjah heavy rains war* somewhat of • nuisance for
students Friday. Julie Hlevins I foreground i and Faith
i assell found a way Inlurn the downpour into a bit of fun as
ihey splashed in a "lake" which formed in the ravine near
the llurrier Building (Photo a% Sieve Rrownl

''"
Former British Prime Minister
liarnld Wilson appeared al a local
press con fen'nee prior In his lecture
in Hiram Kruck Auditorium lasl
Nmday evening Managing Editor
Huh Dollar has stories about both
event* on page :t

editorials
page 2
new* feature*
pages:! 7
irgaiii/atmns ............ pages 8-9
spurls
pages 10-13
arls
pages 14-17
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Coed injured
by car
it \

HI iiti\ PATCH
NewiEditor
A University coed was injured late
Monday afternoon, after she was hit by
a car while attempting to cross the
Eastern By-Pass
The student identified as Michelle
Umiinique. was taken by ambulance to
Patlie A Clay Hospital and then
Iransferred lo the I'niversity of Kenlucky Medical Center in liexington.
where she was treated for minor head
injuries, bumps and bruises She was
released on Tuesday afternoon
The freshman occupational therapy
major from ('incinnati was crossing the
intersection al a crosswalk with her
roommate, when she was struck by a
car driven by l)e Bova Barnard, a
resident of I..«icloii The Barnard car
was originally attempting a left tum

from I .a ncaster Avenue onto the By
pass while heading east
A second car. involved in the mishap
driven by Kita Hay. Knute I, Richmond
was traveling north on Lancaster
According lo a Richmond city police
Spokesman, Barnard assumed that the
Bay car would slow down in order to
allow Dominique and her roommate to
cross the street
Police reports state that Kay had the
right of way while traveling north in the
nghl lane
However, the Rarnard
vehicle cut in front of the Ray car and
I he Bay car hit the Barnard car In
turn. I he Barnard car struck both
liominique and her roommate,
knocking them both down
No citations were issued in connection with the accident, according to

police

Kv DEAN IIOI.T
Sun Writer
"I can't believe that the University
would hire someone that a student is
unable to understand. Students have
enough problems as it is " That
statement,
made by
industrial
education major Mike Cox, summed up
the attitudes of several University
students who have experienced
problems in understanding some of
their instructors due to language and
cultural differences
Problems with faculty members,
because of cultural differences or
because of the manner in which they
communicated English to their
students, have existed for a number of
years despite the lack of wide
documentation by faculty.
The-course in which Cox was having
language interpretation problems was
conducted in the College of Applied Arts
and Technology and because of his
problems he decided to drop the course
instead of risking the possibility of
failure
Cox dropped the class as he had
planned and attempted to re enroll in
the course during a different time
period and with a different instruct or
However, all other sections of the class
had full enrollments
"If I drop_a class because I think I
might not pass it due to my studying. I
feel that I'm responsible But in this
case. I feel like the I'niversity is
responsible because 1 think I'd fail the
class because of not understanding the
teacher." stated Cox
In Cox's case, he decided to settle for
inly 14 hours of classes for the semester
and not lake another course The
sophomore said that the teacher for the
iiiurse wrote his notes on the black-

luiard in an illegible manner in addition
to him havinga "bad accent " "I liked
lo went nuts in there." said Cox.
Steve Wnodr >ig. a senior turf
management ma. ir from Darlington.
SI' . and a student in I he class that Cox
dropped added that when he spoke to
the instructor, he was told that tests
w»>uld be composed of material from
reading
assignments
and
the
definitions of words given during class
Wnodring also contended that the oral
material in the class was hard to
comprehend and that the materials on
Ihe hoard were not legible
"My position is that I am trying to
speak as slowly and as clearly as
possible for students to understand
me." said the instructor in the class
that Cox dropped, preferring to remain
unidentified He maintained that he told
sludents in his classes at the beginning
it each semester, that if problems in
interpretation arose or any other
problem, lhat students should point the
probleJh out and not just "struggle"
through Ihe course
The instructor indicated thai he
believed that there was a problem in his
classes "The core of the problem is
how lo improve Ihe situation while not
embarrassing anybody
the solution
is i for me i to be consc IOUS of t he
iroblem and fir the students to feel free
lo come by my office." slated the

professor
"The students come to school: they
spend their timeand money and have a
right to understand and I shall make
every effort to improve my English I
have always been concerned with
possible language problems'" com
mented the professor
The instructor, who has been at the
I Diversity for over Hlyears. said that if

The reported correct answer to the
his identity were to become known, "it
would be very embarrassing " H would
test question was "fast" while the
graduate student claimed her answer
iHit however, speculate as to whether
was "faster" Even though she
ir not Ihe pressures brought about by
received no credit for her answer, she
such a disclosure would bring about his
claimed that a fellow classmate with
resignation, termination of services or
other actions by the University against
Ihe answer "quicker" received full
credit
him
Constant practices such as those
other problems, besides the spoken
described in Ihe example, led the
language of an instructor have hinstudent to take her complaints to the
dered students in the past
One
deparlment chairman, who did follow
graduate assistant at the University
up on Ihe alleged incidents When efcomplained that "culture" sometimes
fort! were made to contact the specific
played a role in the way a teacher and a
faculty member by phone, it was
student cooperated As an example, she
learned I ha I he was no longer employed
related one personal experience from
by the University
last year, when she was a senior taking
One Arts and Technology professor
a course in the College of Applied Arts
staled that at the maximum, there have
and Technology
been only two times in which students
The graduate assistant also wished to
have
brought
language-related
remain nameless She stated that she
problems to his attention "Mainly the
was enrolled in a very basic class 1100
trouble I see is not that they don't unleveli which should not have presented
dersland me. they do not understand
any difficulties for her However, she
claimed that the instructor presented
the subject." staled the professor
II was maintained by the professor
problems leading lo what she believed
that because Ihe subject he taught was
were unfair grading tactics
a discipline it should require little
"I have a lot of animosity towards
interjection by the teacher
him 'Ihe teacheri." she said The
Students, in other words, should be
Student explained that she thought the
able lo understand the subject matter
course lecturer seemed lo expect "a
without
Ihe help of the teacher in many
lot" from Ihe students for such a hasic
cases, according to the instructor
class By not showing complete respect
Mathematics and some of the sciences
lor ihe teacher at times, she believed
were cited as examples of some of these
that he exhibited resentment towards
discipline subjects by the professor
her
The professor speculated that a small
In one case, she claimed that she was
majority ot students may be using the
literally forced to chase the instructor
fact that he is foreign born and speaks
down the stairs from his classroom
wish an accent as a scapegoat for poor
towards his office in order to receive
grades
help with a test question that he had
Dr Heino A l.uts. professor of
marked as being wrong He refused to
chemistry, said
that
language
give her assistance there, stating that
presented no problem in his classes,
she would have to see him in his office
since
most
of
the
material
be
taught
laler. according to the student
ISaa. Faculty, paga 18)

Lack of competition cited as reason
for poor voter turnout
K> ROBIN PATER
News Editor
"A pretty poor turnout," is how
Sludenl Association iSAl President
Oins Kremer responded following
Tuesday's senate elections which
represented about seven and one half
percent of the University student
imputation
"That's about 20 percent less than
what we had for presidential elec
lions." Kremer commented "We hope
that the poor voter turnout doesn't
reflect student attitudes about student
government." he said
On Ihe optimistic side, however.
Kremer said. "I'm happy lo have a
senate now
so that we can get
something done."
According to SA Vice President Tim
Butler, "the percentages are normal."
for Student Senate elections
"Competition incites interest usually
and in a lot of the colleges there was not
that much competition." Butler explained

College of Allied Health and Nursing
with seven seats: Gwen Bullock. Tim
irawley. Jane M Prey, Denise
tiarland. David S Hacker. Lisa Isaacs,
and Pamela Patterson Janet Peterson
was a write-in
College of Applied Arls and
Technology with 10 seats Robert I)
Barber. Sandy Beck. Debi Harvey.
Kimberly J Haun. Jeff Heine. Don
McNay and Cindy Hnltzapple. Mike
Kitchen had the highest amount of
votes for a write in. while Sam
Champion. Maleena Douglas and Anne
O'Hara compete for two spaces
College
of
Health.
Physical
Education. Recreation, and Athletics
with two seats Alana Berberich and
Barb Calvert

.liirv. John S

Kennedy and Debbie

College of Law Enforcement with five
seats: Steve Asher. Ron Bates, Blake

thrisman and Billy Mitchell
College of Business with 12 seats:

Pelie
College of Natural and Mathematical
Sciences with four seats Dennis P
MrCracken Paul Depriest and Ginny
Palmer Ball had the highest votes for
write-in while eight students compete
for only one space John Clubb. William
Da/ell. Don Cundiff. Elizabeth Palmer
Hall. Carolyn Sam.^eff Smiley. Craig
Spies and Jamie Thomas
College of Education with five seats
Marianne Jones. Man Kemper. Kelly
Niles and Eehcia Williams Linda
IkHise was a write-in
College ol Social and Behavioral
Sciences with four seats
Helen
Palmer-Ball. Michael Behler, Karen

Tint Adkins. Thomas R Anderson,
diaries M Kloyd. Valeria Cuanopulos.
Mark Hester. John B Litsey. Russel
l.ykes. Sam Martin, Patrick J
(ijionnell Linda Pierce. Andy Stewart
ami Mehnda Wise
College ol Arts and Humanities with
tour scats
Maria Domenech. Sheri
Mefford and Debbie Rambo
Lisa
Warman and Doug I.ambden tied for
one space as write-ins
Overall, the voter percentage was
higher in Ihe College of Business with a
13 2 percent •umout Applied Health
and Nursing had about a 4.5 percent
turnout
the lowest in a college
"Write ins are unofficial," stressed
Kremer, who explained thai write-ins
must be contacted and validated. "We
have lo check into it."

Those students elected and write-ins
are as follows:

Committee appointed to
study summer school
Bv ANNE M \NN INI.
Staff Writer
An ad hoc summer school committee
was appointed by Dr. John Rowlett.
vice president for Academic Affairs
and Research, this summer lo study
possible alternatives to the present
summer school structure. The committee, headed by Dr Dixon A Barr.
has been meeting weekly since July 6
and has come up with a set of tentative
recommendations.
The committee has reviewed the
factors involved in changing the eightweek summer term into two five-week
terms and suggested that the eightweek session be retained Other
recommendations
include
the
possibilities of placing more academic
emphasis on the Spring Intersession
ana dropping the August Intersession
A questionnaire was distributed to
1.38.1 students this summer to determine student response to any changes.
The survey indicated that the majority
of the summer school students favored
the present system
Also, the survey showed that 53 per
cent of the students would attend Spring
Intersession The committee feels that

if more courses were offered during
this period and if the courses were
listed in the summer schedule,
enrollment
could
be increased
dramatically
The members of the committee
communicated with administrators at.
Morehead, Western. Northern and
Murray State Universities -- institutions which recently made the
change from an eight-week summer
term to two five-week sessions. These
discussions resulted in the feeling by
the committee that there would be no
advantage in changing the existing
format Dr. Jack I.us commented that
certain courses are impossible to
reduce and still get a mastery of the
subject."
Several years ago the Commonwealth began requiring a Master's
Degree for public school teachers The
suggestion was made that two fiveweek sessions would assist educators
returning to fulfill this requirement.
However. Dr. Donald L Batch stated
that he believed that the re-enrollment
of teachers will soon begin to ease off.
"The backlog is just about cleared up
and enrollment has peaked." he said.

The committee also proposed that the
August Intersession be discontinued
because Ihey believed enrollment is not
high enough during this term to justify
the course compression. Luy calls this
session a "compromise of quality."
Barr welcomed faculty response to
these proposals, before the committee
turns in their final recommendations to
the <\>uncil of Academic Affairs
"We may have overlooked important
factors," he said, adding "we would
like as many views as possible from the
faculty, because these are just
preliminary findings. Faculty input will
be greatly appreciated "
Faculty may address their comments
in writing to Dean Dixon A Barr.
Combs 421. no later than Sept 28.
"The Campus Beautiful" phrase so
often seen on University souvenirs and
such was not originated recently by
some enthusiastic public relations
official Actually, the tag has been a
part of the University since the first
years of its existence, dating .back to
1907

Snake charmer
Dr AL Whitt. biology professor at the University, handles a
boa constrictor during a snake display at Case Hall Monday
night while several coeds look on. The presentation, which
also included a rattler and a King snake, was sponsored by

the hall council with the help of Whitt Another similar
presentation is scheduled for Telford Hall next month
(Photo bv Steve Brown>
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Editorials,
Effects of marijuana
cannot be determined without decriminalization
(Editor's note: This b the first
editorial in a scrirs dealing with the
topic, marijuana.)
"And God said, lei the earth bring
forth grass ..."
—Genesis 1:11
Of course God probably was not
referring to grass as we know it toddy.
That is marijuana, reefer, dope, pot
or any other euphemisms commonly
associated with the plant cannabis
saliva.
The infamous dusty green, sweet
smelling, odd-numbered leaf that
when dried and smoked, results in a

euphoric feeling commonly known as
"high." is obviously popular in this
country.
According to a 1977 Gallup Poll,
66 percent of all college students in
America have been high at least once.
The Seventh Annual Report to
Congress on Marijuana and Health.
1977, did a survey on marijuana
smoking which was broken into age
groups.
It was discovered that 31 percent of
the 18 to 21 -year-olds smoke pot and
that 24 percent of the 22- to
25-year-olds smoke it.

People are smoking marijuana.
is illegal.
other such studies reek of activities
It doesn't matter that it is illegal or
With the threat of penalties close to the scenario of the white rats.
that it may cause harmful effects on a hanging over a pot smoker's head, he
A prime example of a research
smoker's body.
or she is not going to admit to fallacy is the two conflicting reports
People still smoke marijuana.
smoking for fear of arrest, imprison- in the Marijuana and Health report
But what about marijuana's effect ment or a stiff fine.
and "Drugs and Driving," a report
on the smoker?
How can the effect of pot be issued by the National Institute on
With so many things being written studied without smokers?
Drug Abuse in March of 1977.
and said about the 'evil' effects of
dope and so many things being
written and said about the 'not-soevil' effects, it is hard for the user to
•And God said, let the earth bring forth grass.
determine what may possibly be true
and what may be overblown,
half-done research.
One major factor preventing the
VALID study of pot is the fact that it

as these, leads smokers to disbelieve
all reports about harmful effects of
marijuana.
And that is bad, because some
reports are probably true facts which
have been carefully researched in
spite of limitations.

— Genesis 1:11

So it remains, leave dope illegal and
"There is good evidence that
What is worse is that there is an
people smoke without knowing the marijuana intoxication impairs psy- obvious remedy to this problem and it
full effects of it or legalize it, still not chomotor performance and that remains ignored by the legislators of
knowing the full effects.
driving is ill advised while marijuana this country.
However, there is an in-between intoxicated," states the Marijuana
Decriminalization will uncover
solution to this problem.
and Health report.
marijuana and bring it out of hiding
Decriminalization.
(It is interesting to note that it does into the light where it may be studied
This would remove all criminal and not volunteer the 'good evidence.')
thoroughly and scientifically.
civtT' penalties for the possession of
But "It has not been established
Then maybe users will know the
marijuana for personal use.
that marijuana causes hazardous true facts about what marijuana may
This would also allow marijuana, changes in driving ability," contra- or may not be doing to their bodies.
its use and its effects on the body, to dicts "Drugs and Driving."
But if the government continues to
be studied in laboratory conditions
It goes on to say, "Until marijuana ignore the marijuana smokers in
with valid conclusions being reached. concentrations in drivers responsible hopes that they may disappear in a
This would prevent research being for crashes can be compared with puff of smoke, this will not happen.
done by * blowing
—-•—--■ --(» large
•»•• BBB amounts
H1IIVVIIIIJ of
\J» marijuana
■»«»»■
uuitt* concentrations
VVllVVIItlBIIV/lll inIII drivers
U I I V (_ I .>
marijuana smoke on white rats and«>not responsible for crashes, other less
when they die proclaiming, "Man- satisfactory studies will have to be
(Next week's editorial will examine
juana kills."
used to shed some light on the some valid effects of marijuana
Studies have been done and some potential problem."
smoking versus effects of alcohol and
of them surely are valid. However,
Reading contradicting reports such tobacco.)
—
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A College
Without
A Student'
X*2&m&&Q®i$&

(Editor's note: The following
column idea originated and is loosely
based on the novel, "A Man Without
A Country." Its content is entirely
ficticiiius and any similarities with
real persons or institutions is
obviously coincidental.)
Once upon a time, not too long
ago. a small college in a small town
began to grow until, lo and behold
one day. it became a major
university.
As the college grew, so did the
town, until it was extremely dependent on the students that attended the
school, even if the townspeople would
never admii to this fact.
The period of growth of the college
was a turbulent era in the country's
history with an unpopular war being
fought in a distant land.

editor's mailbag.

Ginny Eager
Jim Thomason
Rob Dollar..........
Robin Paler
Brian Blalr.
I)onna Bunch.
Jeff Smiley
Janet Jacobs
Markila Shelburne
David Miller..
Belly Ann Coins
Jamie F erguson

Editor
Business Manager
Managing Editor
News Editor
Features F.dilor
Organizations Fdimr
Sports Editor
C'|t> Editor
Arts Editor
Staff Artist
Assistant Business Managei
Circulation Manager

I>r;ir KditOr.
I am writing this letter to ask some
questions about the condition of the
racque'ball courts in the Kegley
I'-uiMing
I guess the biggest question is - why
aren't they the correct size"1 Secondly
and the reason I wrote this, why doesn't
someone maintain them''
With the sport as popular as it is on
this campus. I think that someone could
at least replace the burnt-out lights
Some of the courts are so dark that it is

difficult lo play in them Over half of
the lights are out in these
It's also nice to finish playing only to
find that you can't even get the door
ipcn lo get out
I'm sure that a lot of the other people
thai play the game have noticed these
inconveniences and I know that there
mild be some improvements -- it's
really pretty pitiful
Sincerely.
Bill Thoeny
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Many disturbing things
were
One time, though, some students
happening across the country, es- put their foot down and stood up to
pecially on college campuses, where ihe university and made them change
young people wanted to know why two rules. It was a real novelty.
things were like they were.
The first rule said that all males had
This was not the case at ihe small lo play soldier and march around for
college growing into a major univer- their first two years at school.
sity, where ihe college president ruled
The second rule said that all female
with an iron fisl so that the outside students had to be in their dorm at a
world would never interfere with his certain time.
dream.
After the rules were changed,
So the students "slept," unaware students didn't think much about
and unaffected by the real world.
their victory since they believed it to
Sock hops, ball games, "puppy be a lucky fluke.
love"
and
"soda-pop
smiles,"
But one day a group of students
saturated a campus that existed in a confronted the University about
fairy-tale world.
changing some conservative policies.
Ironically enough, the growing
The University became frightened
college also had one of the largest and reacted in the typical way- by a
ROTC units in the country and many show of force and strength.
of its graduates marched off like toy
They got tough with students and
soldiers to a war they knew nothing tried to weed out the radicals by
about.
raising tuition, giving out a lot of
The attitude symbolized the con- parking tickets, overcrowding the
servativeness of the college, the belief dorms and making a lot of silly rules.
in duty honor and country, regardless
The town that had grown with the
of motives or purpose.
university also cooperated with the
"My university right or wrong, but "get tough" policy.
my university." The motto of the
The police began arresting students
school said it all.
first and then making up Ihe laws that
Years and years and years went by they had broken. Now how does a
and many changes occurred in poor student hire a lawyer to defend
the world.
him against the charge that he let a
But the small college which was drunk person drive his car?
now a full university was immune to
The plan was simple and shrewd.
change and had remained the same. Give the students so many little
"Soda-pop smiles" and carefree problems to think about that they
attitudes were still prevalent, much to wouldn't have the time nor energy to
the university administration's de- think about change.
light.
But, it didn't work. All of the
While other colleges had changed harassment instead finally awoke the
with the times, it was not so with this students from their long sleep and
one.
they were outraged.
This university was determined to
They organized and held court with
remain conservative in all of its the university on trial for the
policies-forever.
horrendous crime of resisting change.
"Damn the students." bellowed The verdict was unanimous the school administration. "It's their GUILTY.
parents who decide which school
It was decided that the sentence
they'll attend, so who are they to
demand change as long as 'mama' should fit the crime. Since the
and 'papa' are happy with our Bible university had damned the students
that made ii up, there would only be
Belt rules?"
So while other colleges built coed one appropriate penalty.
The university would be sentenced
dorms, had 24-hour open house
policies, gave out birth control to linger forever, "A College Without
information and had flexible rules, it A Student."
The town that had depended on the
was not so with this university.
Those ideas were laughed at in University for its livelihood vanished
from the map never to be seen again.
private and openly.
All that was left was a huge,
The students were kept in line by a
lot of little rules such as having to live gigantic structure upon a hill that was
in a university dormitory until they once a major university, but which
turned 21 and automatically grew up. was now-empty.
With the echoes ringing throughout
The students put up with the rules
the studentless hallways, the vast
because they didn't have time to think
structure would remain forever-the
them out with spending so much time symbol for resistance to change.
in preparing for the weekly sockhop.
The Beginning.
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'Volcano* erupts
with mature Buffett

Orchestra
presents

Ryf.lNNYKAGER
a**,
Editor
This fall, one ot the country's finest
orchestras will bow to a national
audience as National Public Radio
presents a 13 week series of concerts by
the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra
under Music Director John Nelson The
series will premiere at 9 a.m.. Tuesday
Oct
2 on WKKl'-FM
1889). the
I'niversily's public radio station
l < ,nin inn a roster of brilliant guest
artists, the series provides a showcase
for the versatility and excellence of the
Indianapolis
Symphony.
which
"The New Yorker" magazine has
called "one of the most magnificent
orchestras in the country " Among the
artists heard during the season will be
celebrated pianists Alicia de Lirrocha,
John Browning and Ruth Laredo:
violinist
Dylans
Jenson,
1978
Tchaikovsky
Competition
Silver
Medalist: and flutist Paul Robison who
performs the world premiere of a work
written for her by l-eon Kirchner
lluesl conductors include Max Rudolf.
Mario Uernardi and Jorge Mester
Also heard during the season is a
complete performance of Havdn's
mighty oratorio "The Creation" with
soloists llenita Valente. Seth McCoy.
Ixiuglas Lawrence, and the 250-voice
Indianapolis Symphonic Choir.

I enjoy this life as a jester
Seems to keep me movin' around
Rut like the wind that blows
And the tide that flows
I have my ups and downs
-Jimmy Buffett

< "oncerls by The Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra under the
direction of John Nelson will be broadcast each Tuesday at 9

a m . beginning <ki 2 on National Public Radio member
station WKKl'-KM <R89>.

'Mommie Dearest' tells horror story
of child abuse
By STEVEN Ik LYONS
Staff Writer
d-'.dltor's note: This is the first in a
trllogv h> Steven Lyons on famous
stars* popular biographies.)
"Mommie Dearest" is the story of a
mother - daughter horror story between
Joan Crawford and her daughter.
Christina Crawford It is a story of child
abuse by one of the world's biggest
Hollywood success stories
Christina Crawford's adoption papers
simply say "girl" born Sunday afternoon. July II. 1939
From
Hollywood
Presbyterian
Itospital she immediately went to a
baby broker and from there to the
tyrranical Joan Crawford's arms And
thus, the nightmare began.
Christina Crawford was the biggest
publicity stunt ever devised by

(Yawtord To her. being nch, single, a
star and glamorous wasn't enough.
Joan needed something else to show
the world she was the perfect living
proof of a -dream manifested into
reality
Thus she adopted Christina and later
a son and then two daughters, proving
she could also handle the life of being a
mother of a family
the typical
American stereotype.
Christina
was presented as the
perfect baby, dependent upon Joan to
answer every whim and desire.
It was only too bad that she had to
grow up For growing up meant having
a mind of her own and cutting the
strings from "Mommie Dearest" - an
act of nature that Christina would pay
physically as well as emotionally for in
later adolescent life.
Christina attended public elementary
school in West Los Angeles
But for

Jim's Lock and
Key Service

During Christina's stay Jpan had
alcoholism In
begun to indulge in
turn she took out ruthl ess beatings and
social injustices upon Christina when
she visited home
With a change from "Old Hollywood"
to "New Hollywood" Joan Crawford
was quickly becoming box office poison
which led her deeper into alcoholism
Joan Crawford was a self-made
success story and she was used to being
a winner and in turn the child had to be
Ihe ultimate loser

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY

Locks - Keys
Safes • Re-keying

Portraits '

wibe

24 hr. service
1211 Gen Lane
624-1371

taken:

Violent "night raids" and beatings on
the children were all symbols of still
being lord and master of at least part of
her life
After Chadwick's School. Christina
was sent to Flintndge Sacred Heart
Academy There she was ordered to
stay on top of the mountain until Joan
said she could leave - a period of
several months
"Mommie Dearest" is the book that
started the endless gut confessions of
some of Hollywood's superstars that
now line the best seller list.
"Mommie Dearest" is a glimpse into
the distorted life of child abuse and how
one girl survived through it all.
The book is an iaaiajht into «ne of
tbUywood's most cetetorated actresses
and the grotesque life which she
bestowed Crpon an innocent child.
It's a book you won't put down

A potpourri of original film and video
worn by Kentucky media artists
comes lo KF.T when "Kentucky
Festival of Communications Arts" airs,
Thursday. Sept 27 at 9 p m
The 60-minute special presents a
sample of new productions created by
student and independent directors
throughout the state. The sample drawn from some 70 festival entries - is
as varied as Ihe contributors, who
range from high school pupils to
university students
The program includes "Pierre Goes
(Kit lo Dinner" by Anne Brock, Bondville. Ky : "Carney" by Talon Video.
Fort Knox High School; "Digging
Architecture" by the Portland Museum
students. Louisville; "Get Ready. Get
Set, Go" by residents at Oak-wood.
.Somerset, Kv . "Post Mortem" bv

GO GREYHQUHD

Exchange

Most Points

Classified Ads

Out of
lexington and

It's Easy
Call or Come To
The Progress Office

a*

(Laura Calt)

SPECIAL SERVICE DESIGNED
FOR EASTERN STUDENTS

Kevin, Lisa,
Eric

Friday Only Service
Leave Richmond 3:30 PM Arrive Lexington 4:10 PM
Leave Lexington 4:45 PM Arrive Louisville 6:55 PM
For More Petals Call 623-2810

People That Can Heln

BUREIYO
4.11 ONE FREE I
w h

» COUPON

The burrito is a soft flour tortilla covered with a Ihin

I

layer of beans, taco meat, garnished with cheddar
I

Dykes Insurance Agency

tm

One offer per customer. Offer expires: October 4, 1979 I

I,
I!
I
I
I

I
Be re a

MIST • Blue Packet Secretary.
Salurdav l">th. No valuables, many
irreplaceable notes. Reward, fall

;

I'AINTIM" A OOO JOBS DONE.
No job too large or small. Kor a free
estimate rail IU4UI or SZM232.
There will he an organisational
meeting in the near future for a
Kenedy for President Committee.
Ml fatuity, student* and other interested parties v.ho wish to be a
part of this organization are ennaraKed '" i"'a specifics will he
|H n\ ided soon. Call(•24-2:188 for more
details.

"Complete Insurance Service"
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES' Send $1 00
for your 306 page cetalog of collegiate
research 10.250 topics listed Box
25097G Los Angeles. California. 90025
1213 477 8226

cheese, sauce and rolled.

Good In Richmond &

4th Floor Jones Bldg.
622-1629

ant.

SERVICE DIRECTORY

BUY ONE

Raymond Milograno.
a
Western
Kenlucky I'niversity student from
Annadale. Va . "Spottie" by Lisa
Mayes. Adairville, Ky : and "The
Missing Jewels" by Scoll Turner.
Dayton. Ky
Most of Ihe productions are shown in
excerpt form, to provide a diverse
representation of media works
Complementing
the
original
productions is a special program
segment which provides a look at a
training workshop lor new film and
video artists.
The workshops are supported by the
festival
sponsor,
the
Kentucky
.Association of Educational Broadcasters, and funded by the Kentucky
Arts Commission The workshops are
intended lo further Ihe development of
communications artists in the state

Good
Connections To

Louisville

J.

hjven for the novice Buffett listener.
ihe\kongs are a definite plus and for
those who are familiar with other
Buffett works, this album will be
particularly enjoyable
"Volcano" is both similar and
dissimilar from previous recordings
Similar in that the familiar vocals of
Buffett
are there along with his
familiar style of music
Dissimilar in that the songs are all
new and some are surprisingly different from the normal Buffett fare
"Chansons for Let Fetites Knfants."
is one of (he unusual cuts A lullaby
written for his new daughter. the, song's
chorus is in French It tells the slory of
Young Mister Moon and delights not
only sleepy children but avid Buffett
fans as well
Perhaps these small variances from
ihe ordinary Buffett style are the only
bad aspects of the album. bul they also
are good in that they add a lot and keep
the LP from becoming repetitious
Overall the album is excellent and
will grow on the listener each time it is
played

KET spotlights media

.and leave the driving to us

Sparkle

If you're kicked out of
your car we can make
a new key, even if
they're lost.

,

Christina Crawford a private school
was in order. After elementary school
she was sent to Chadwick's Private
Academy where she could get the best
possible education.
The move ended in more of a
nightmare
than
a
pleasurable
education.

And so sings Jimmy Buffet! on his
ninth album "Volcano" is more of the
same Buffett and he is definitely having
an "up "
Musically, the album portrays a
mature Buffett. tine without the
unorthodox songs such as "Why Don't
We (let Drunk" and "Cheeseburger in
Paradise" that appear on some earlier
Buffett albums
Instead many sea ballads with the
familiar haunting melodies and other
story telling songs grace the two sides
of this LP
Recorded mainly on Montserrat. an
island in the British West Indies, the
title cut was written after Buffett
arrived on the island and is about the
volcano on the island
This is not one of the better cuts
musically but it's still delightful
because it is a calypso sounding tune
thai the listener cannot help singing
along with
Three memorable cuts which are
highly reminiscent of the early
seafaring Buffett are "Survive,"
"Stranded on a Sandbar" and "Sending
the Old Man Home "
These three are definitely the pick of
the litter.

One treat on the album is the
background singers and the backup
hand James Taylor along with two of
bis brothers help Buffett out and add a
little spice to the overall effect of the
album
Some of Taylor's band members also
are featured on the album
Russ
Kunkle. on percussions adds a lot but
serious fans of Buffett's should not
worry because the Coral Reefers are
still going strong

I

Second A Irvine
Richmond. Ky.

Phone
623-310S

Richmond T.V. & Appliance
Center
We service ell brand* of color T.V.'i
radioi end stereos " Toshiba T.V.'I end
Tanglewood stereo's
Larry Fleig Ph. 623 8849
Maneger 227 W Irvine Richmond

* Richmond T.V. & Appliance Center
"We sell radios end TVs but we specialise In service. Come In
and check out our low prices on Toshiba TVs and TanKlewoods
stereos."
,

BUY ONE

Campus Cleaners

Barger's Exxon

Hamm's Gulf

IANCHO

Student prices. Quality laundry and
cleaning Located in the Powell
building.
Ph 822 5139

Quick Service. Tire Seles, Dependable
Towing Service 'We'll come out end
stert your car."
EKUByPassPh 823-9711
Richmond. Ky.

24 Hr. Wrecker Service
Student Checks
EKU By Pees University Pleia
Richmond. Ky. Ph 623 0004

Pro Muffler & Tire Center

Sammy's Tire Service Center

GET ONE FREE
***** COUPON

The sancho is a soft flour tortilla covered with
meat, garnished with cheddar cheese,
lettuce, slices of tomato, your choice
of sauce, and rolled and heated.

Watson's T.V. Service
Service on moet mekee end modete
We sell Zenith and Quasar
312 W. Irvine St. Ph 823 3272
Richmond, Ky.

Quick repairs, competitive prices
Qoodyeer Tires
We accept Master Charge end Vise
Open 8 5 Ph 624>2100
E. Mem fcr HaHie Irvine Richmond

Roberta's Fabric Shop

Barger's Sunoco

Wrecker Service
Main Street
Richmond. Ky.

Limit one coupon offer per customer.
Offer expires: October 4, 1979

Good In Richmond &
Berea

"A« Kinds of Material"
Roberta O. Deaton 215 E. Main St
623 0653 Richmond, KV.

Tuna ups. tires, batteries
24 Hr. Wrecker Service
Off the Eastern By-Pees
Richmond. Ky. Ph 823-516!

Rick's Chevron
All types of Mechanic work done.
Check our prices on tires end batteries
Eastern By Pan by Holiday Inn
Phone. 623 5026

EASY EXTRA INCOME! «500 1.000
Stuffing envelopes
Guarsnteed Send
sell addressed, atamped envelope to
DEXTER ENTERPRISES, 3039 Shrine
PI.. La., LA. 90007
MUSICAL MERCHANDISE
Spinet Console Pieno
WANTED Responsible party lo take over
low monthly payments on spinet piano
Can be seen locally. Write credit meneger
P.O Boi 537. Shelbyville. Ind. 46176
MENI WOMENI
JOBSI •
CRUISE SHIPS! YACHTSI No eaperi
ence Good Peyl Europe' Australia1 So
Amer. Worldl Send MM for APPLICA
TION/INFO/REFERRALS to CRUISE
WORLD 112 Boi 60129, Secto. Ca
95860

Direct
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With Other
Students
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Unitarianism often known
as 'thinking man's religion'
By KIIHIS PATER
Sew* Editor
Some people have misconceptions
about I nitanans and still others know
relatively nothing about the religion
according lo certain I'njversily faculty
members who belong to a smail
I'nitanan I niversalist Fellowship in
i own
Although most 1 nitanans do not try
iorecruit people to their meetings, they'
do welcome both I'niversity faculty, as
well as students to explore their
religion
It s a very open group." said f)r
Isabelie White, professor of Knglish
"We're very informal and casual
probably very different." she continued explaining that I'nitananism is
not a 'raditional religion "
Instead, she said it is a very liberal
religion
'The emphasis is on freedom of belief
and exploring ideas." White added

iher 80 percent of the Richmond
Kellowship. which meets on Sunday
afternoons is comprised of faculty from
this I'niversity. estimated Stebbins
Nationallv. there are maybe up to
Ml lo 400" fellowships
I really don't
know
said Stebbins
its been a
growing movement in terms of
fellowships
I'nitananism asserted Stebbins. is
nflcn know n as the "thinking man's
religion " He added. "I'mtanans. by
and large, believe
every man has to
look at the world himself to look at the
world and lo decide for themselves on
the basis of evidence and their reactions
Freedom is the key word among
I nitanans This freedom, however,
noted Stebbins. is not a negative thing
hut it was meant lo be used for the
hettermcnt of the individual and
society
Freedom doesn't mean irresponsibility. "
Stebbins
remarked

...no distinction between your
religious life and your total life...'
According to Or Robert Stebbins.
professor "f history, many I'nitanan
Fellowships are found in university
communities and where there are
many highly professional and highly
educated people "
"Old-lime 1 nitanans were Irom New
F.ngland." stated Stebbins "They
didn't expand a great deal until about
the
1940s when the fellowship
movement started." he said

Trouble studying?

I nitanans
he
said.
are
■' umamtanans in a sense "
Famous
humanitarians
and
I nitanans include Susan B Anthony.
Thomas Jefferson
Vllai Stevenson.
Inuisa May AlCOtt. Henry Wadswnrth
Ijwgfellow and others
i nitanans believe that no man is an
island and each man has a responsibililv lor others
Stebbins responded
,

This year is. in fact, the 40th anniversary of a Unitarian I'mversalist
service committee which helped
refugees in the early years of World
War II Stebbins said that this committee has remained active in projects
and social stands.
"One thing I like about the religion.''
said Stebbins. "is that there's no
distinction between your religious life
and your total life
there's no need for
pretense "
I nitanans Stebbins explained,
believe thai there is a need to be honest
"If they believe something is so. they
say so This leads to more honesty on
the part of the individual." be added
The Richmond Fellowship holds its
meetings like most other I'nitanan
fellowships, although Stebbins said that
the type of gathenng varies from
church lo church
"Some of them are very close to the
traditional church services." he
commented
"Most of them have
hymns played on organs and
sometimes with paid soloists or
musicians. " said Stebbins in place of
prayer there is a period of thought and
meditation "
often readings, which are condusive
lo thought and understanding, add to
the formal of I nitanan meetings, said
Stebbins "Usually, our format is to
have a speaker " He added. "We have
no formal minister - no professional
leadership in fellowships
The Richmond Fellowship meets at 4
pm on Sundays in St Mark's Catholic
School on I'arnsh Avenue Stebbins
assured that anyone who is interested
in the group and I nitananism is
welcome lo attend
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Marc Williams researches
test-taking qualms
Hx MAIEENA IMtK.I.AS
Staff Writer
Having trouble studying"
Iki you
ilread lacing those impending midterm
exams" Fear no more because help is
available through one Marc Williams
Williams a second-year graduate
student in the field of psychology, is
presently
researching"
tension
associated with studying and test
taking
Having read a lot about studies of this
sort, the 23-year-old Virginia Reach.
\a
native considers such data
potentially useful for helping students
who have trouble taking exams
He also noted that this type of

£W Tlrlkr

ar*.

research has been used in dealing with
phobias reducing pain and controlling
anger
Williams explained that this project
will be undertaken in small group
discussions
\
variety
of
stress coping
techniques will be used in the research ' Williams explained noting
ihat he will check each participant's
grades periodically to see how they are
irogressing
Williams commented that he would
also have 'he groups fill
out
questionnaires as another means of
dealing with the study
He explained that the sessions are

of fiicijuumo

lieing held two lo three times a week.
with each session lasting two hours
Williams pointed out that midterm
exams will be a good example of where
his study will be helpful
"Oifferent people will react differently lo having to lake midterms."
Williams noted, adding that they will
either lie confident or scared and
maybe even both
He wants lo point nut the fact that
"' ow a person views taking a test will
affect how he does "
Undertaking the project on his own.
Williams is hopeful that a al least some
participants will benefit
'That's the idea." he exclaimed

Hadden 'breaks ice' with humor
Kv HI I \ HllHINMlN
Staff Writer
"Comedy was a way for people to
accept me. says llruce Hadden
While attending junior high Hadden
weighed a total of 233 pounds He
wanted people lo like and accept him
and he found that not only was he ac
c-epted hut he impressed people with his

jokes
Hadden has since lost weight The 23year "Id senior is now a slim 158 pounds
l«it he finds people are still smiling and
laughing over his jokes and imitations
Hadden has a natural ability for

Only the name has changed
The look remains the same.
Formally Garland Jetts.

making people laugh He enjoys seeing
someone smile from his jokes because
lie knows he has made that person
forget any problems he or she might
have had for just one moment
"Humor is a very good way to break
the ice."
Hadden commented,
"especially when meeting someone for
the first time It's a way to show love
and affection which everyone needs
It's a way to make someone feeJ
welcome around you At least that's the
way it is for me."
Comedy even accompanies his
alhlelic trainer major "Sometimes
you'll get players in thai are really
hurting and if you can kid with them.

then it can relieve some of their tension
and pain." said Hadden
Hadden s innate talent allows him to
make up jokes instantly, although he
does have to work on his imitations some of which are Muhammed All.
.Iimmv Carter. Howard Cosell and
Rocky
Two comedians which have influenced Hadden are (Jeorge Carlin and
Kill Cosby He likes their type of
comedy because it not only appeals to
adults but also to children
When asked about how he feels about
his jokes he commented. "I'm nobody
special It's the only God-given talent I
have. so. why not use it."
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Much more than a microbiology professor

'Dr. O,' not a bird, not a plane, just a 'super* teacher
By KHAN t'OWIIF.RI)
Staff Writer
l*mk - in the biology department.
It's a bird
It's a sparrow
No. it'i Dr Raymond Otero!
I'nable lo leap tail buildings in a
single bound or fly faster than a
speeding bullet, he is able to fight the
forces of evil in the field of
microbiology ■- germs, infection and
disease
This
"mild-mannered
faculty
member in a small Kentucky university" is almost as busy as Superman as
he teaches classes in microbiology,
communicable diseases, pathogenics
and labs
Hut teaching is only the beginning
(Hero goes far above and beyond his
expected call of duty. He has attended
12 to 15 seminars and conducted over
100 workshops, seminars and telephone
conferences in the past four years.

He is currently co-authoring a
microbiology textbook with a colleague
in Atlanta. Ga. He has published 24
articles in referee journals, including
two lab manuals. As a consultant for
the :1M Company, he gives advice and
runs tests with the supplies they furnish
As a staff member at St. Joseph's
Hospital in Lexington, he is a consultant to its infection control committee, teaches its medical laboratory
staff technicians and is responsible for
various other activities. He presently
has six graduate students working
under him.

Kven Superman would be put to

Coming to the University in 1968.
Otero received his B.S. from the
University of Dayton, his MA. from
Rochester Medical Center and his Ph.IV from the University of Maryland.
Iiespite his hectic schedule, he is happy

with bis work.
"I knew what I wanted to do I always
wanted to be a teacher I felt they
iteachers) were the epitome of what 1
wanted to be." he stated. In reference
to his many duties, he said. "They keep
me young "
Perhaps what is most interesting
about "Dr ()." as he is sometimes
referred to. are his thoughts - reflec
lions and predictions - about the
University
He came here because he wanted to
teach at a smaller college where be
could have more control over his own
activities and the opportunity to further
his own education.
"Kastem has been very good to me
They've allowed me to consult, teach
and attend workshops Kastern has
progressed -- not fast enough but not
slowly either." he commented.
Bui Otero is certainly not satisfied
with the University the way il is. It has

much room for improvement in his
opinion
"We need stronger academic
qualities, more academic excellence
Some teachers give loo many A's." he
said "A student likes to be challenged
deep-down Students know more what
they actually want and pursue it Their
goals are demanding They realize
iheir goals are too high lo be achieved
successfully They can change and
adapt lo new goals
"I wish students would demand more
input Input is what develops both the
student and the teacher
I only
remember Ihe hard teachers I had
because I learned under them." he
staled firmly.
(Hero lias definite views as to whal a
teacher's responsibility is to Ihe
sludenl His own work demonstrates his
sense of responsibility
He bluntly asserts. "Some of these
faculty members are lazy' How can
you teach a science course without
going out of - slate for seminars and
workshops? Biological sciences is a
strong department and we do have
several outstanding teachers "
However, lie added. "Complaints
about inefficient leachers fall on deaf
rors I know that for a facl
"People think thai I'm hard, thai I
demand a lot of my students and
they're right I don't care if they like
me or not All I want is Iheir respect
and an understanding ol Ihe subject
We're not here lo gain friends We're
here In develop individuals
"Weneed In give, them information lo
help them In development of their
careers so Ihey will be able lo compete
with the best of them
"I don't
believe in
sludenl

evaluations." he said "A teacher can
he a |«ke hut if hi- is a buddy' to the
student, he gels a good evaluation A
sludenl figures he has covered Ihe main
course objectives and that's it
"IPs not until Ihe student gets into the
next class lhal he realizes that he
knows nothing from the pre -requisite
course and Ihe teacher is forced lo
leach pre requisite material in addition
In his own." he said as he leaned for
ward in his chair lo emphasize Ihe
point
Apparently "Dr O's" demand for
respeel and satisfactory course com
pletion arc later appreciated by his
sludenls He receives many letters and
phone calls from such students who can
now he grateful for his high expectations flf them
He communicates with some students
(Hi a regular basis sending ihem information in their particular area of
work
He stressed the facl that
"education is an ever-cnnlinuing
process
He has certainly given much to Ihe
I 'Diversity in return for whal it has
given him He is proud of Ihe facl that
"■motheruniversity mlhe slate puts on
more seminars for medical technicians
than Kastern" including U K and U of
I
who both have medical schools
The reason'' IK professors are too
doggone busy Their research is more
important than the student when Ihe
sludenl and his development should
come first We need to maintain
|a*ngress in development " Thai's why
ir hopes to develop a total in-service
program in the lorm of a traveling
workshop
He leels the pre ined degree should
!«• abolished It's "archaic " as Otero

ixitsit That's one of the reasons he was
so instrumental in establishing a
microbiology major here starting in
1973 Presently. 30 students are in the
department • a high number for that

major
Despite his opinions, which some
may feel are rather harsh. Otero is
really a "softie" at heart He willingly
admits. "I'd flunk my own mother if
she was flunking."
His "teddy bear" image is un
mistakable He is so absorbed in his
wiirk lhal il is of little importance if his
shirt is pulling out over his slightly
enlarged middle or if his curly, black
.fiair is messed up
His office is a reflection of his
devotion
shelves stuffed with
microbiology honks, notebooks filled
with lecture slides, cabinets containing
cultures, bottles containing mysterious
potions and walls covered with countless certificates of appreciation and
varous awards
His sense of humor is reflected by
several witty sayings, such as "Cows
may come and cows may go but the hull
in this place goes on forever!" Kven his
slides are not boring His picture of Ihe
typical lah instructor is a Star Wars
creature
To say the least < Hero s devotion and
interest in Ins work an' admirable The
I Diversity cao be proud of him
Kn il you an' ID Ihe Moore Building
and happen lo see a faculty member
dart into a nearby lah. be prepared to
see him emerge in a lab tackel with a
big <)'' on Ihe front as he prepares lo
light Ihe continuing evil forces of
disease and infection
Sot even kryptonite fazes him Go
Ni|ier O

Truman scholarship for juniors

Biology Professor Raymond B Otero checks over some
research material before a lab class. Otero. a University
laculty member since 1968. believes in "strong academic
qualities'' but does not believe in teacher evaluations. He

Conference
Rooms
E and F
Powell
Building
Make
Your
Appointment
Now!

also apparently does not believe in being a "patsy" (o his
students when it comes to grades "I'd flunk my own mother
if she was flunking." he said < Photo by ScoU Adams)

Congress has established Ihe Harry
S Truman Scholarship Program as Ihe
official Federal memorial to former
President Truman One scholarship
per stale is awarded each year
covering tuition, fees, books, and room
and board lo a maximum of $5000 annually
It is renewable for a total of four
years The awards are made on Ihe
basis of merit lo students who will he
college juniors in the forthcoming
academic year and who will have a
demonstrated interest in the public
service and outstanding potential for
leadership in government
To be coasidered for nomination, a
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PENDLETON, USA
PencDeton's camel hair sweater
a classic
statement in men's fashion Traditionally styled,
this V-neck sweater is 50% wool. 50% camel
hair and 100% Pendleton
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sludenl must
1 Re enrolled as a matriculated
sludent pursuing a degree al an accredited institution of higher education
during the year in which nominated
2 Be a |unior pursuing a bachelor's
degree as a lull lime sludenl during the
RNMI-81 academic year "Junior" means
a student who has completed more than
liall Ihe second year of college hut not
more than half the third year before the
beginning of ihe 19H0-H1 academic year
:t Have a grade point average of al
least I 5 and he in the upper fourth of
his-hcr class
A Be a IS citizen
9 Have selected an undergraduate

field of study thai will permit admission
to a graduate program leading to a
career in government
6 Write a letter, addressed lo Fredric
I) ogdenat Cammack 145. in which heshe states his-her career goals and why
he-she wants to receive Ihe scholarship
Include the major, grade point standing, and number of semester hours
earned to date and number expected to
be earned by fall. 1980
7 Have a faculty member in his-her
major department submit to Ogden a
statement in support of his-her ap

plication.

The deadline for receipt of
plications in this office is Nov S

ap-
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ARBY'S ROAST
BEEF SANDWICH
Right now, when ""**■"■ »- •'—*»"<■■ "" |
you buy an Arby's Roast Beet Sanawich, |
you'll get a secona one Free!
Arby's In Richmond
Eastern By-Pass
Limit One Coupon Per Customer

GET ONE •
FREE!
Offer Expires
Oct. 20. 1979
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Madison Airport
nears completion
Rv JWKT JACOBS
tilt KfliUr

Mler bring under construction for
nine vears the Madison Airport is
finally neanng completion undW the
direction of Chairman Howard I.
i olyer
Kinishinft touches will be completed
as soon as weather permits and the
large yellow Xs on the runway
signaling that any landing is done ai the
nsk of (he pilot will be replaced by a
large white IS marking the runway's
entrance and the airport's opening
The SI million airport s located on
1KB acres of land nine miles south of
luihmond and one mile west of 1-75
Tins site was chosen because here the
airport can grow without affecting
surrounding areas
The Madison Airport Board, com
pnsed of two representatives
from
Richmond. Herea. and Madison County
runs 'he airport
(olyer "the last
remaining comanche.
has worked
inwards completion of the airport
'hroughout the nine year struggle
'iranls from the federal Aviation
Vdministranon KAA and Kentucky
I "vision/ of Aeronautics KI)A have
made possible the first public airport in
'he area
The Madison Airport contains a 4.000
loot paved runway taxiway apron
walkway lighted wind comb. 60 foot
high beacon light which extends 40
miles from sunset to sunrise threshold
lights
\isual Approach Slope In
dicaiors access road fence and con
i nils
I'lans for a maintenance hanger
including offices and classrooms for
'raining pilots a mobile home to be
used temporarily for security and a
water system are still to be worked out
The la xi hgnts are controlled by radio
as .m energy saving device In order to
lurnon ihe lights the pilot must key ihe
button jnd press it a certain number of
limes which lurns on the lights for 15
minutes If he needs extra time he can
key in again for another IT minutes

The runway will handle corporate,
private and any other planes 30.000
pounds or under As a foresight, the
runway was constructed with eight
inches of dense grade covered with
blacktop With another two inches of
lilacktop.it will be able to handle plane*
MO.OOO pounds or under
What we have now is not the
ultimate Its just getting the airport
here, then later we can go on We'll
start nut little and grow up After ail.
v'W'vegot to crawl before you walk and
crawl and walk before you can run "
The Hoard is now negotiating with
tw«. men to be the airport's fixed base
operators Colonel Ronald Coffman.
now a Military Science Professor at
luce I niversity. is a pilot, qualified
instructor and a licensed as a transport
pilot l.t Colonel Jack Bisping < Ret i is
plant managerof Freeman Corporation
in Winchester
He is a pilot and
ifualified instructor
The airport, in becoming part of Ihe
.nr system of the nation will provide
many benefits to the area in being
available to hospitals. ROTC training,
[male use and as a potential defense
f.ase
Kxplaimng his main drive in the fight
lor ihe airport Colyer said. "I was
willing to do everything I could to help
the people who provide jobs in Richmond herea and Madison County, who
pay good wages and who pay taxes
which enable us to have a better place
in which to live

In the end." Colyer continued, "this
is going to have a tremendous impact
i«i the economy of Ihe area For one.
industry needed an airport and they are
inking forward to using it
The fight has lasted nine years
l >nng things the bureaucratic way and
lustifying everything that was done for
iheF\-\ Culver has been through a lot
of delays
However (olyer still feels "it has
lieen a fine light
'Victory." claims Oliver's wife.
Mary who is also his associate at Richmond s '"hamber of Commerce, "is
going
to
be
awfullv
sweet

Ski club trip
sign-ups Oct. 2
Trip signups for Ihe IW70-BH ski
season will begin at Ihe regular mon
thlv meeting of the Lexington Ski club
'«i Tuesday Ocl 2. 7 Ki pin at the
i ampbell House. 1375 Harrodsburg
Itnad Lexington
Trips scheduled for the year include
liatlinburg. IN
\ov
16-17
I'aoli
IVaks IN .Ian '. Boyne Highlands I.

Ross donates
more law books

Ian Hi it Snow shoe W X A . Jan 25T,
Seven Springs I'A Feb 8-10.
Oearfork till Feb 2324 Big Sky. MT
Mirch 2-9. Austria March 14-22 In
.•ddition. several local cross country ski
trips are planned
For more information, cal Code
(>hone 252 5750

a

Bv BASH. B (LARK
SUH Writer

longtime Richmond attorney George T Boss spenos a moment readmg from a
law book in his office above the State Bank and Trust Co The M-vear-old Ron
now has extra shelf space in his office, thanks to his most recent donation of 819
volumes to the University I .aw Library named after him The donation his
third in Ihe past 10 years, is valued at nearly $18 000

Nursing student
hopes for nursery
I'-elinda l.unsfnrd'sgot her hands full
\ot only is she a full time, two-year
nursing major but she is also a mother
of three small children, who is at
tempting to acquire some type of a
nursery on campus for parental
students
The nursery she hopes for would be
used hv parents taking turns watching
their children
l.unsford. who
suggested that a room he set aside in
the I'owell Building, said that she feels
that most parents enrolled at this
I niversity would be willing to pay some
small fee for the use of the room
Parents, she added

could

donate

toys to be used in the nursery In addition, l.unsford proposed that each
Hi rent using the room volunteer one
hour each week to run the nursery One
alternative tn that plan would be that
studentk preparing to do their studentteaching help out
Ime to the fact that her husband is
.ilso a full-time student, l.unsford said
that she can not leave her children with
him
I jinslord said that with the increase
of older students-having childrenenrolling in colleges and universities,
there is a demand for such a nursery.
she added that the ('niversity should
accommodate as many of these
students as puvsible

Dr. Marion S. Roberts

OPTOMETRIST
Announce Changs In Office Hours:
Mon. - Fri. 8-5. Sat. 8-1

The ban of fluorescent lights was
absorbed in part by a comfortable
brown sob in the large off-wh ike office
The office appeared even larger
because 8 of id long wall shelves were
empty. The other five shelves were
only partially filled
This abnormality was offset by a
uniquely beautiful green and white tiled
fireplace, a light wood-grained large
desk with a chair behind it. a world
globe, four "informally" scattered
chairs, an empty coat rack and two bird
paintings
There was the slow movement of feet,
the tapping of a cane and then George
T Ross of Richmond, bom in July,
18*5. -a practicing lawyer since 1B1entered the room
"Sit over here." he said, motioning to
a chair next to his desk. "That way we
won't have to shout across the room at
each other " Ross'gray-striped vested
suit was in character with his graying
hair and gold-rimmed glasses.
The
picture was completed as he sat down,
pulled a cigar from his pocket, lit it and
then took a sip of water from the small
glass on his desk
The visitor was in Ross' almost
empty-shelved office to search for more
information concerning a July donation
of law books he made to the Madison
County - (niversity Law Library. This
was Ross' third book donation to the
library The first group of 1,810 volumes
from Ross arrived at the University in
January. 1969. and along with 2.000
volumes donated by the Madison
County Fiscal Court, started the
Madison County - University Law
Ijbrary (also named the George T
Ross Library l. Then in April. 1972, Ross
sent 374 more law volumes to the
library, and the most recent donation
consisted of 819 books.
The monetary value of the first two
donations was in the proximity of
Mo.ooo and the moat recent gift is
valued at nearly $18,800.
But when
questioned about the books' value. Roes
said. "You Just can't put a value on
those books. How can you say what
they're worth'' Now make sure you
emphasize that the figures I'm giving
you are 'only their monetary value'
But you can't really put a price tag on
them That's only what they cost.'"
Ross mentioned that of the recent
gift, a series entitled "Words and
Phrases" was one of the finest and most
important sets a lawyer, could have
because alTiegal definitions come from
it Before he started making donations
to the I'niversity Library, Ross had the
largest law library of an individual
practitioner in the state He said he
does not have then ready now. but that
there are more books yet to come to the

library.
. ..
In recent years, Ross did much
defense work for insurance cases, but
in 197S he broke his hip and had to alow
down He presently is wrapping up old
cases, taking on no new ones and
eventually will act only as a consultant.
Ross began studying for his career at
the University of Kentucky, but delayed
his training when he was drafted for the
Infantry during World War I After the
war he returned to training 'and was
admitted to the bar in 1921
During World War II. Ross was a
major in the Army's Judge Advocate
General's Department where he
worked in G-2 (Intelligence Department), and also wrote some legal
opinions for the Secretary of War.
When the veteran of both World Wars
was asked if he had any favorite cases,
he chuckled and replied. "They were all
my favorite cases. I studied law and I
love law
I read law because if you
don't read, you go illiterate Yes. you
can quote me on that one. if you don't
read, you go illiterate "
Rasa ran once on the Republican
ticket for county attorney and as a
result has the distinction of being the
only Republican ever elected as the
county attorney in Madison County.
Ross also has the honor of being a
feuow of the American College of Trial
lawyer*. That distinguishes him as
membership does not exceed 1 percent
of the number of trial lawyer* in the
state
Prior to visiting Ross Prank R
(nase of the Maduvon County University Law Library had been
conucted
He said that University students in
Business Law. Law Enforcement.
Political Science and Government are
all users of the Law Library.
Chase stated. "These books donated
by Mr Ross will greatly assist in the
teaching process as professors can now
better acquaint students with legal
procedures within the** subject area.
Often it is not what you know, but
knowing where to find it."
Chase also added that. "It was very
gracious of Mr. Rosa to consider the
University Law Library in giving thai
additional educational assistance to
literally hundred* of teachers and
students."
(nase said that this latest addition to
the law library brings their slock to
about 10.000. But don't go rushing over
to sign one out for the night There a no
sign-out for law books as one can
visualize the tremendous frustration a
lawyer would fed if looking for say
"Negligence Compensation Cases."
Vol. III. and it was signed out.
"More students use the law library
than members of the Madison County
Bar Association." Chase noted, "but its
function is to be available to both."

Exchange
Classified Ads

622-1629

The Sport Boot,

Visual Analysis
Visual Therapy
Contact Lens
205)4 Gori Lane
Richmond. Ky. 6234843

Tropi Tan
Don't Lose Your
Summer Tan!!
Richmond's Only
Sun-tanning Salon

Opening Mon., Oct. 1
Tan in minutes in
air-conditioned comfort
OPEN 10:00 AM til 9:00 PM Mon.
10:00 AM til 6:00 PM Sal.

6234969

Fri.

No Appt. Necessary

Located Porter Plaza So. Porter Or. Upper Laval
(Behind Jerry's)

Before you get outdoors,
get into Wolverine.

Joe's is now hiring
delivery and cooking
personnel. Applications
are now being accepted.
100 Water St.

623-7752

Everywhere you look the** day*, more and more
people are getting into the great outdoor*. And
Wolverine boot* are a great way to get there.
On the outside. Wolverine boot* are as rugged as
the wilderness—they were born to wander. But the
inside atory is one of comfort. Deep-cushioned
insoles. Leather linings. Some with ineulalion.
Some with padded collars. And all the other great
features you'd expect from Wolverine.
Before you get outdoors this year, get into a pair of
genuine Wolverine boots. You'll ieel what we mean.

IVonV*#ar
tiling 1

220 E

MAM

•21-2141

Mem 6
Womens
Sizes
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Fifty-five coeds vie for 1979 Homecoming Queen title
in campus wide election
Election
details
When: October 4
10 a.m.-6p.m.
Where: Powell Building
Main lobby
Eligible voters may
vote for no more
than three candidates
ID required

Kelli Ellis
Todd Hall

Jacqueline Pfeifer
P.R.S.S.A.

8

16

Pam Gover
Sigma Chi ,

Q

Kathy Cole
Alpha Delta Phi

yj
Car la Crume
.,„,„„ „„ McGregor Hall

Beverly McKnight
Kappa Alpha Theta

Michelle Cole
Clay Hall

O

10

Jg

Janet Widmann
Keene Hall

4

Judy Wade
General Contractors

Donna Hayes
ROTC

Diane Kiser
Kappa Delta

22

Linda Gossm an
Little Colonels

Katie Ransdell
Pi Kappa Alpha

Mf-

Cathy Campolo
Law Enforcement

5

Beverly bcnuitz
Christian Athletes

Ashley Boyd
Judo Club

19

Mimi Byrne
Chi Omega

20

Cinda Phoenix

21

Kappa Delta Tau

*• Anne Ru,led8e
Omega Psi Phi

"1

40

- «
*°

Robin Dossett

^«

Phi Mu

**

Mary Carter
Sigma Tau Alpha

Joni Yates
Delta Omicron

* q Margaret Dunbar
*7Black Student Union

- „ Sheila Hill
*^ University Ensemble

ct\
v

Mary Quillen
Ag Club

-« Jill Horneys
*** Commonwealth Hall

ax

Regma Adams
Martin Hall

. . Tina Peruzzi
44Mi)|er Beckham, Mc

45

Beverly Cloyd
Interior Design

co Melanee Buttery
* Alpha Gamma Delta

eo
■"

Angela Hamilton
Palmer Hall

a

54

Liz Stone
Sigma Pi

47

Catherine Dotson
Mattox Hall

Brenda Weist
•*«* Sigma Alpha Ep^ilon

wmm
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Organizations,

(''

Day
honors
clubs

Club Corner:
Alpha Phi Sigma
Alpha I'hi Sigma, the national
rnminal justice honor society, will hold
a meeting Thursday. «k-l 4 at 5 m p m
in conference Room A o( the Powell
Huilding
\ll members are urged to
at lend

Job fair held
\ jt>b lair fur students interested in
lieallh occupations will he held at the
I inversitx I K't h
TTH" lair spons4>red by the continuing
education office of the College ol Allied
Health and \ursing will he held in the
I'owi'll Kinlding from in a m to I p m
Representatives from hospitals and
other health care agencies will he
present In answer students questions
.ibnut jori opportunities in various
health fields
Inquiries ahuut the (air should he
directed lo llr Lynn Voughl of the
continuing educalion office SQRJ K22

Band Day
\ wide variety of. music will he
lltavpd at the halftime of the Colonel
Vistin l'ea> football game- Sept »
Saturday by thel'niversitt Marching
Maroons and high school hands
celebrating Hand Day.
The high school bands will tie guests
iA the I miersitv at the game on
Hanger Field
The Marching Maroons mil enter the
field with the Superman theme
providing both musical and visual
entertainment
and
f"*ature
an
arrangement of Maynard Ferguson 1
'.HI It line
The massed binds will enter the field
lo liihn I'hihp Snusa's
Kl Captain
March
Irom the opera of the same
name
selections performed hv the masked
I mversil) and high school hands will
inrludea patriotic medley
Your l.ind
and My land." the popular hit I Win "I
t'rj i nit l.oud aid the 'Pilgrim's
ifiorus
irom Richard M'agner's
"Tiinnhauser
\ow in its IHlh year the I mversilx 's
Hand I fay provides young musicians an
opportunity to visit the i-ampus and see
ihe Man hmg Maroons in ." lion .i« well
as .n|oy I ..lone; looll.all

The IH7!» Hand Day is coordinated by
Henry Pry as, director of Cniversity School Itelaii.ms Halftime planning is
under the direction of Dr
Robert
llartwell direclor of bands and the
University hand staff

Bahai Club
The I'nivcrstv Hahai Club is holding
on informal meeting. Wednesday at 8
pin at 825 Krockton This week the
•*ibjivt lor discussion is an introduction
In Ihe Kahai faith The purpose of the
■rganizalion is t" intmduce the faith to
all that are interested

Lambda Sigma
Alumni meets
l.inilKla Sigma Alumni .Association
will hold a meeting on Monday, f >ct I at
x M p m in Conference Room A of the
INmeD Huilding
The possibility of an alumni
newsletter,
new
projects.
and
homecoming activities are on the
agenda for discussion All former
iiiemN rs of Uuuhda Sigma sophomore
honorary society are encouraged to

Writers Club
Thursday <i-t 4 at 7 :KI p m . the
Hluegrass creative Writers club will
meet Hi the home of Snivel Louise
Vlson Slick Harnes Mill Kstates No 9
Redwood lime
\ew members are always welcome
l>iere i> no age limit At present the
club i* intended In kisically encourage
new WTiters and |ienplc interested in
pursuing a writing career Kach month
.i riifferetil assignmenl is chosen by a
inemher ol the club Ml members and
Inends ihai wish In participate are
encouraged to have i fwir assignmenl
iKfompllshed prior lothe meeting dale
The assignment for this week is a son
word theme on
one incident that
changed the writer 's way of living or
thinking
\i present HH' club is not considering
'••coming a structured organization
with dues and officers There is some
• ohstdcra lion on *mall penalties
• ••Heiied lor an) member that hasn't
.icroniplishi'd their written assignmenl
prior In the meeting

Jogging Course
If you're planning to join the joggers
you might as well learn how. it's more
than trotting down the thoroughfare
with your tongue hanging out A
special interest course at the University attests to that.
the third class in the current course.
Fxercises Jogging and Weight Control-opens Uct IS Taught by Sandra
Martin, assistant professor of physical
education, the class will meet in the
Weaver Health Huilding on Mondays.
Tuesdays. Wednesdays and Thursdays
through Nov 8.
This is one of about 40 special interest, non-credit courses offered by
Cistern's Division of Special Programs
for residents of
Madison and
surrounding counties They require no
previous academic credit
Details about enrollment, fees, and
materials needed for the course may be
■ *>i ained from the Division office.
telephone 'AMI 622-1444

Circus arrives
IV) you remember how excited you
would get when you heard that the
circus was coming to town when you
were a child'1
Just l he thought of the circus brought
memories of laughing clowns, hot
hultered popcorn and wild animals
All of ihat excitement can be
recaptured on Monday. Oct 1 when the
Carson and Harnes 5-Ring Wild Animal
< ircus performs at the Madison County
Fairgrounds at 4 30 and 8pm
The circus is being sponsored by the
lireater Richmond Area Chamber of
< ommerce
Aerial displays, wild animal acts,
hareback riding and gymnasbes are a
lew of the featured acts of the Carson
and Harnes Circus
i arson and Harnes boasts the largest
herd of performing elephants in the
world The circus menagerie includes
^5 African and Indian elephants
Tickets can be purchased at the
follow mg places State Rank and Trust
Co . Richmond Rank. Madison National
Rank. First Federal Savings and Loan.
Thnrnberry's Super Value. I-owe's of
Richmond. Regley Drug in the
I niversity Shopping Center and The
Richmond Chamber of Commerce
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... the harder they fall
Approximately 55 clubs and organizations were represented at the first annual
FJU'-CIA Organizations Day Demonstrations by several organizations on
campus highlighted the event The Judo Club presented one of the most popular
displays iPhoto by Steve Brown)

Scholarship competition held
The Fxpanded Polystyrene Division
• i The Society of the Plastics Industry
has just rung the opening bell in its
Third Annual Scholarsbip Award
Competition Cniversity students have
the opportunity to win up to $1,000 for
innovative and practical uses of the
polystyrene foam material
The material is most familiar as the
while foam molded package that locks
delicale merchandise into protected
space, or as the foam cup that keeps

dnnks hot or cold Tfclends itself to
llHllltllM-I
filkna
■ountless other
uses. TL
SndI ■■
the com
petition calls on all students' creative
abilities lo imbate new concepts
Preliminary entries are judged on the
basis of freshness and feasibility and
students are advised to continue with
worthwhile projects Kntry blanks are
now available in the Dean's office or by
n?quest lo The Society of the Plastics
Industry. 3150 Des Plaines Avenue. Des
llaines. IL 60018

R> OONNA WNCH
Organizations Kdllor
and
Hit KM) \ BOGG8
Staff Writer

"We believe that the response, not
only of the participating organizations
but of the students as well, indicates
that this is an idea whose time has
come." said Tim Butler vice president
of the Student Association as he spoke
of the success of the first annual EKUCIA Organizations Day
Committee to Instigate Action tCIAl,
which sponsored the activities, is an
organization which provides an open
forum for groups on campus to discuss
their ideas about student government
and other student activities.
The F.Kl'-ciA Organizations Day is
the first project undertaken by the
newly-formed organization.
Over 50 clubs and organizations set
up tables in the Meditation Chapel area
last Thursday to display their wares
and recruit new members
Student
National
Education
Association
reported
that
it*
organization recruited over 25 new
members and the Young Democrats
added over 50 names to their membership list
Many groups and organizations
provided information and demonstrations of their club's activities.
The Association of law Enforcement
registered bikes
Candy was sold by Kappa Alpha
Chela to raise money for children with
hearing and speech disorders
Holler said that some of the more
popular demonstrations included the
self-defense tactics demonstrated by
the Cohsun Cats and the Judo Club
Rutler said that before Organizations
Day many people had trouble understanding what the true purpose of
CIA was ' The fair sort of set our ideas
in concrete form.'" said Rutler
student Association President Chris
Kremer added that they "anticipate
better response in CIA because of
i>rgamzations Day "
Regenerating
enthusiasm
and
response among the organizations was
one of the main points discussed at the
CIA meeting last week

/' Pickup The Eastern Progress at theseJocations"\
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Thursday, September 27th
6:30 P.M.
IN THE RAVINE
FEATURING MUSIC By

"BigFoot" 4:00-6:15
FEATURING: Coach Kidd and the 1979 EKU
Football Colonels and EKU Pep Band
Come meet the Cheerleaders and bring
your banners! There will be a first prize award
for the best banner and most spirit!

EVERYONE INVITED

•a. Bvrri«rM«a.
71. WaHan Hdl
78. TaMord Hril

Every Thursday
/

■I
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Foreign ..
culture
promoted
ByCHERYLJONES
sun Writer
If there are any foreign itudents who
want to meet other foreign students,
then the International Students
Association (ISA) is Just what they are
looking for
The goal of the ISA is to bring foreign
students together and to promote
cultural exchange
President of the ISA. Florence Cheng.
.1 student from Hong Kong, said that the
students learn a great deal from each
<<her. They leam different languages
and the customs and cultures of other
countries
Cheng stated that in spite of the fact
that it is sometimes difficult to get
together, the individual characteristics
i>f each culture make it a "very good
association."
She commented that coming to
another country can bring a "lonesome
feeling" and the ISA can help satisfy
the needs of companionship.
An ISA member from Saudi Arabia.
Tayseer Khunaiz. said he believed the
association was "... a very good idea "
Khunaiz hopes that the association will
spend more time learning about > her
countries and exchanging ideas of
world affairs in the future.
It is estimated that there are about
ifiu-170 foreign students enrolled at the
I'niversity and the ISA. established at
the I'niversity in 1MB. has a wide
rrpresenta I ion of nationalities which
includes students from Hong Kong.
Vietnam. Taiwan. Arabia and England.
Planned activities of the ISA include
a picnic at Roonesborough next
Saturday, ah international dinner and a
program of international films. The ISA
has also discussed the possible formation of a soccer team
If anyone is interested in learning
foreign cultures and meeting with international students, they are welcome
to join the ISA Meetings will be held
' every other Wednesday

Bv NANCY SPENCER
Staff Writer
TODAY. SEPT. 27
7:15 a.m.
Breakfast. First
Presbyterian Church. Room A. Powell

Building
12 NOON - Communion
United
Methodist Campus Center
4 p.m. - Children's Ministry. Baptist
Student Center.
l»»p.m
- Bible Study. United
Methodist Campus Center
4:30 pm
- Baccalaureate Student
Nursing Association meeting. Rowlett
251
5pm - Sign Language. Baptist
Student Center
5:30 p.m. - Core Meeting, Newman
(enter
6.30 pm
- Choir, Baptist Student
Center.
7pm •- Choir. United Methodist
Campus Center.
7 p.m. - Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship meeting. Wallace 344
7 pm
- Institute. The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. 210
South Second Street
H p HI - Council on Ministry, United
Methodist Campus Center.
8:30 pm - Revelation rehearsal.
Baptist Student Center
8 pm
- College Republicans
njfeting. Wallace 345
FRIDAY. SEPT. ffl
11-45 am - EKU Women's Caucus.
Dining Room B.
4 p.m. -- Women's Field Hockey vs.
Dayton at Dayton.

Monday night the University Faculty
Colloquium presented "Sexism and
languages" with Eric Buchter. Martha
S Grise and Nancy Lee-Riffe speaking
The 7 10 in eel ing in the Adams room of
the Wallace Building centered upon the
problem of sexist language
Approximately 40people attended the
program with faculty outnumbering the
students three to one
l.ee Riffe opened the session with an
introduction to the dilemma.
She stated, "language is not just an
echo of thought it is itself the shaper of
ideas "

11 pm
- Commonwealth Coffeehouse
12 MIDNIGHT
"Coming Home."
Pearl Buchanan Theater
SATTKDAV.SEPT. 2»
11 a.m. - Women's Field Hockey vs
Denison at Granville. Ohio
"Jaws."

12 MIDNIGHT
Buchanan Theater

Mouth-watering
Kate llolway. a freshman from l.exington. competes in the watermelon-eating
contest at the lambda Chi Watermelon Bust The first place overall trophy
went to "Go for it " The sorority division was won by Alpha Gamma Delta
Over 400 girls participated in the events .|>h..io \,\ Scott laanwl

Citing several studies, she pointed to
a relationship of reference to the entire
humanity as mankind thus excluding
women in a sense and the scores on a
competitive and noncompetitivc test
She reasoned that the men did better on
the competitive and the women did
better
on
the
noncompetitivc
examination because of the "natural"
association of men with competition
and women with passivity
Grise followed with a summary of the
extent of sexism in the English
language
She explained
that
complete
coverage of the subject would be near
impossible because "the problem is
indeed broad and deep "

Looking for a place that you
can count on for a good haircut?

Bobby Jack's

She presented numerous examples of
exclusionary words and the use of
genetics The use and misuse of titles,
especially Ms . was also covered in her
presentation
Buchter concluded the program with
the present alum of a set of guidelines
designed by the University Women's
( aucus on l he use of nonexist language
He said. "All we have said tonight
probably w out effect the sexist" but for
the non-sexist, who will change, the
difference will make the sexist stand
MI' in a conversation
The mist important thing as Buchter
|iui it is l ha I "the change be viewed as a
positive change "

All interviews will be held in the
• Division of Career Development and
Placement - 319 Jones Building.
Students who wish to schedule interviews must sign-up in person at the
Division Office. 319 Jones Building,
Monday -Friday from 8 a.m. -4:30 p.m.
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Tuesday. Oct. 2
HARRISON COUNTY BOARD OF
EDUCATION
Positions: HS - Industrial Arts. Qualifications: Certified
and available to teach 2nd semester
1979-80
Wednesday. OcL 3
KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES & ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Positions: Reclamation Inspectors
(Qualifications: Degree iBachelors) in
Natural or Physical Sciences
Thursday. Oct. 4
INDUSTRIAL RISK INSURERS
Positions: Field Representatives
(Qualifications: Bachelor's Degree in
Industrial Technology. Chemistry.
Itiysics. Fire Prevention & Control.
Environmental Health or other Science
Backgrounds

Everythings the same
except the name.
Formally Garland Jett.

Style Shop

SUNDAY. KPT, :IH
930 a.m. - Celebration Service.
I'nited Methodist Campus Center
10 a m
- Sunday Mass. Newman
Center
12 NOON - Sunday Mass. Newman
Center
5:30 pm - Sunday Mass. Newman
< 'enter
6:30 pm
- Spaghetti Dinner.
Newman Center
7pm - Experience in Faith. United
Methodist Campus Center.
7pm -- Family Home Evening. The
Oiurch of Jesus Christ of latter-day
Saints. Robins Apt 3. Barnesmill Road

- Fri. 10 am - 8 pm

MONDAY. OCT. I
4pm - Women's "Field Hockey vs
Centre at Danville.
4.31) p.m
Council. Baptist Student
< enter
t 45 pm
- Student Council For
taccptional children

Thursday.Oct. I
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL
AUTOMOTIVE
OPERATIONS
Positions:
Manufacturing
and
Engineering Technology Trainees
Oualificat ions
B.S
Industrial
Technology (Dec 79and May 80GradsI
NOTE: Interviewers will be from
Winchester. Kentucky Plant

****

nrflV
at
the

Tuesday & Wednesday. Oct. » & III
AMERICAN HOSPITAL SUPPLY
CORPORATION Positions Trainee'
Sales
Bachelors or Masters in
lousiness or related areas
Operations Bachelors or Masters in
Business or related areas, i Minimum
of 6 hours of accounting i
Accounting Finance Bachelors or
Masters in Accounting or Finance
Minimum of 12 hours In Accounting i

l'\lt I IIMK JOBS OKK CAMPUS
Sales Assistant - l,ake Cumberland
Private
Hesort
Business
administration or related background.
willing lo work weekends. $4 25 per
hour
Medical Technologist: Two positions
available Lexington
Fayette Co.
Health Department
Must be a
registered Medical Technologist
ASCI''
t'ontacl the Division of Career
Development and Placement for adililinn.ll mlormation on the above partnmc jobs

Wednesday.«let. in
PERDUE INC
Positions: Poultry
Flock. Processing and Hatchery
Management Trainees
NOTE: Also interviewing for Co-op
positions
Qualifications Bachelors Degrees in

PACK KX AM
Dales have not been set for the fall.
I»7»t Pace Kxam Career Development
and Placemen! is in touch with the
regional
I iff ice
of
Personnel
Management and will keep you inliHineil "I any developments

.>«
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Stuffed Flounder

Dr. C. L. Davis and Dr. D. B. Coleman

King Crab Legs
Lobster Tails

Announce that they have moved downstairs,
two doors down from old location.

Stfi%Jfu&5

J.T. (Tinny) PHELPS

Deviled Crab

OPTOMETRISTS

JyunwimormnqsBturm at goo &.m.

7

Dr. W. R. Isaacs
and Associates

Complete Visual Service. Al Types of Contacts
Baush Er Lomb
Soft Lens
In Stock

228 W. MAIN

Mon.-Sat.

Downtown 623-3358

8:30-5:00

UP TO

BONUS for first time
donors with this ad.
Expires 12-31-79

PER MONTH FOR
PLASMA DONATIONS

MONEY
TO LOAN
On Anything Of Value
•Buy
•Sell
•Sell
*Pawn
| South 3rd Bus Station]

., ,

—»—

■

Sat. 8 am - 12 noon

Baftistjtklent tenter, F$mondy l\y.

JIM'S
PAWN
SHOP

Agriculture or Business Administration
with Poultry »r Itural background.
M»TK: Scheduling of appointments
and interviews are being coordinated
h>
Hubert Lay.
Agriculture
I icpartnicnl

Mar-Tan Optical, Inc-SS1*"

TkLauwr&n Church invitesjou to
its Community inWorsky
Slo^.
i )iiAi

WEDNESDAY. OCT. 3
II 45 a in -• l.unchencounter, Powell
Cafeteria
4 in pm
- Society For The Advancement of Management. Combs 222
7pm
Fellowship Hour, United
\k-thodisl Campus Center
K p in
"Goodbye Girl." Pearl
Buchanan Theater
8pm
University Bahai Club, 825
Brockton
K :tn |i m
- Discovery. Baptist
Siudenl Center
II) p in
"Goodbye Girl." Pearl
Buchanan Theater

\

No Appointment Necessary. 1S07 East Main
BHng In this Ad For A Free Shampoo
TUBS.

TUESDAY. OCT. 2
7 14 a in
Prayer Breakfast. United
Methodist Campus Center
4 Mi pm
Phi Beta Lambda
Meeting. Combs 318
6 p in
•Coming Home," Pearl
Ituchaiian 'lTieater
K p in
• Women's Volleyball vs.
Mnrehead Slate at Morehead
6 in pm
- Catholic Belief and
Practices. Newman Center
7 p m
Bible Study. United
Methodist Campus Center

Pearl

...

Hours:

6p m
Bible Study. Baptist Student
i enter
7pm
(hoir. United Methodist
Campus Center
B p m
"Coming Home." Pearl
Buchanan Theater
Hi pm
'Coming Home," Pearl
Buchanan Theater

Coffeehouse. Baptist Student

Placement

Colloquium
discusses sexism in language
Hv M VHKI I \ SIIKI 111 K\K
Arts Editor

K p in
(enter

FOR SPECIAL
ANTIBODIES

£> plasma
alliance
Laxingtan. Ky.
20*3 Oxford Circhj
Cardinal Vallay Shoppina. Cantor
254 8047
Hours: Mon.. Tun, Thurv 8 am - 9 pm
Wad. - Fri. • am 7 pm
•at. ■ am - 3 pm

Fresh Shrimp
Fresh Scallops
Fresh Flounder
Fresh Water
Rainbow Trout
• Plus Others •
We Accept Food Stamps

FISH CLEANED WHILE
YOU WAIT

RICHMOND
SEAFOOD
MARKET, INC.
One block east
of the Irongate
139 Holly St. -%

623-0988

a^a

■■■■■
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Sports
Hutsell amasses 204 passing yards

Bucs shock Colonels
as defense falters
H> JKFF HMJI.KV
Spnrls h ililni
Whal a difference a year makes
After last year s W« drubbing nf the
Kasl Tennessee Buccaneers, the
Colonels probably figured this year
would be just the same
However. somebodS forgot lo tell
Mark Hutsell
The Kuccaneer quarterback (kissed
for 2U4 of the 416 total yards as Kasl
Tennessee surprised the over confident
Colonels 27 20 last Saturday night In
.bhnson City. Tenn
The Colonel offense didn't have loo
much to offer In return, collecting only
_6 total yards and only III rushing
yards Last year the offense piled up
M2 total yards against a porous Kast
Tennessee defense
Kul this year it was the Colonel
defense w hich proved to he very
generous The Hues marched through
the Maroon and Wlntrim the tjrsl series
for an 1R play H7 \ard scoring drive,
climaxed by a K-yarri touchdown run by
Van Williams
Kastern answered with a scoring
drive of its own covering 7:1 yards in
nine pjays .terry I'arnsh made his first
reception of the year count for a M yard
touchdown and David Klores extra
point knotted the scon' .il 7 7
The hues' next possession turned out
lo he a crucial point in the game Karl
rVrrell. the game's leading rusher,
look the ball on the third play nl the
series and coasted HH yards tor the
touchdown
Kerrell s nil added spirit to the
already liredup Buccaneers and
seemed In take away something Irom
the Colonel attack ' In the next senes
the Hues' defense stiffened and
recovered a Colonel lumble on the
Kastern st
yard
line Kighl plays
later I'hil Hunt connected "ii a Mi-yard
field goal In make the score 17 7
The last ten minules ol llie tirst hall
was a i*omed> nl iTnirs tnr Imth teams
I'arnsh started things oil l>> running
mt ol buiinds with the Kasi Tennessee

kickoff
.After
an exchange
of
possessions. Itanard NV-Phaul began a
rash of turnovers which hit both teams
Mcl'haul lumbled after an 11 yard
gain but on the very next play. Colonel
noseguard Joe Huhard sacked Hutsell
and recovered the quarterback's
fumble Not to be outdone. Chris Isaac
replacing Kill Hughes at quarterback,
iromptlv threw an interception which
PPSUlted in another Huccaneer field
uoal and a 2n 7 score
Isaac came back to throw another
intercept ion i«i the next series, but
Williams immediately fumbled the ball
kick to the Colonels on the Kast Ten
ix-sscc M\ Krom there the Colonels
moved lo the It hut could not cross the
goal line .itid D.uid Klores kicked a M)
\ard held goal making the halftime
score 2o in
Die second half presented many
■{ipnrMinilies tor the Colonels to get
kick in the game Withll .Sit remaining
in the Kurd quarter defensive tackle
Uickie llhodes recovered a Hutsell
lumble ,il Ihe Kast Tennessee 29
However, the offense found itself
-lulled into reverse Alter three plays
Ihe Colonels «ere back at Ihe 4:l-yard
line and out of field goal range
Kollnwing another exchange of
|MVist*ssions. Iluiscll (utntiled for the
Iturrl lime in Ihe gameand Tom IVrg«T
recovered at the Kiiccaneer 27 This
lime the i Hloiiels «ere able to take the
twill in lor i_be touchdown and close the
cap to 20 17
The second lug play "I the game hurl
HM>
I nlonels
again
Huisell
found
Williams in i|x' clear and the sjicedy
lailhack ■ .-in VI \ards in the Colonel 20
live plays later the Hurs added wtiat
I-IOMMI lo be ihe winning margin on a •►
yard pass irom Hutsell In Myron
Hieslnul npixng the margin to 27 17
uilh oxer It minutes to play
rtioughis nl the miracle comeback of
i''77 when Kastern came irom 24 points
ifctw n may have com*' to Mime people's
minds 'I'IK' I 'nlonels moved 7H yards on
live plavs lollow nig ihi' Huccaneer

kickoff and were threatening with a
first
and
goal at the 2
If thoughts lo this effect, were
present, they were soon shattered as
linn fries up the middle produced only a'
yard and the Hues regained control
The Colonels managed a Klores field
givil with five minutes left, but never
got the ball back for Ihe potential tying
• r winning score, for Hot sell and the
Hues held on lo the hall for the rest of
the game for Ihe win
A disgruntled head coach Roy Kidd
was especially peaved at the failure of
Ihe Colonels lo score at that point
I think really there's no excuse for
tint being able lo score when you've got
the ball on the 2-yard line and four
(towns io get it They just whipped our
oflensive linemen, we just didn't get
down there and move them out like
you've got to do There's just no excuse
lor something like that
kidd dismissed the possibility that
ihe indoor facility was the reason for
Ins team's defeat
"The thing that really affected us was
I'asl Tennessee I think they were
ready lo play and I think their coaching
stall had them belter prepared than
wliat I had our kids

Hob Mclntyre ISO. middlei and Tim Frommeyer feaat on
fricasseed fullback Tank Summers in the recent Troy State

contest To date. Mclntyre leads the Colonel defensive unit in
tackles. (Photo bv Steve Hrowm

Mclntyre has real football appetite
K> Kill AN III \ I It
Kratures Kdilur
'Tin ihe nervous type before a game
Sometime* it's difficult for me to eat a
pre game meal
That's Hob Mclntyre talking
Hut. shed no tears for the Colonel
linebacker
If he has a certain hungry
look before a game, it can only be a
healthy sign
No doubt about it
You see he eventually gets his fill
during ihe game
He eats crushed
quarterback
Or diced fullback
He
might even have an interception or two
and lop it a II off with a juicy fumble

Hold the pickles
And if any of the aformentioned items
are high in calories. Mclnty n ust may
have problems maintainn
trim
waistline until season's em
Take the opener at Kent
on
Sept H. for instance
Mclntyre had a feast of sorts He had
15 tackles He caused a fumble on a
threatening drive
He had one interception
He had everyt rang but pickles - all at
Kent state's expense in the 17 - 14
victory
He was later named OVC
Defensive Player of the Week.
"It was a pretty big honor." he said in

a recent interview
But it didn't really
come easily ™
Of course not
Yet. he still managed
to follow that with a satisfying performance against the Troy State
Trojans, making eight tackles and
helping out with five assists
Which is all fine and good However,
the Mont. 207-pound Mclntyre labels
one game in his career as more appetizing than all the rest
"It was my sophomore year, the very
first game, against Delaware
It was
the first game I had started at
linebacker
before that. I played
defensive end

"I was really nervous before the
game I didn't know how I would do."
be said It was like everything came,
well, not easy, but I enjoyed myself
during Ihe game." said Mclntyre

Small wonder
The Louisville native had 13 tackles.
15 assists, one fumble recovery and
maybeevena few pickles Krom there.
Ihe story line's the same - he was
named OVC Defensive Player of the
Week
He credits his on-the-fiefd intensity
for most of his success "I try lo stay
IS... Mclntyta. paaa 131

Vjv*** Eastern Progress Football Contest
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1st Place

I I Maryland a* Kantuekv

from

624-2424
We Deliver Fast & Free

2nd Place

I Morehaad Si at Munay Si. I I

Family

*10 Gift Certificates
from Winneckes&
Doug's Mens Wear No. 2

Dog
ReSatUf ailt

'10 Dollars
1. Kim Orubfea

10a m 6pm MTWT8.S
10am 8p m FRIDAYS

Lower Level
University Shopping Center

Car Wash

S-| 50
_^

V.

Ws Have STANDARD GAS &
Accept most Major Credit Csrdt

With This Coupon

I I Colored* at Indians I I

I f 1 I I I **l I I M * N

613
Big
Hill

>3merica^takDrirccaf_^e-in

I Michigan at California I )

I I Michigan at Cslrtorois I I

2. Eliubath Giubba
3 B A Qnjfcb.

I

COLONEL CLUB MEMBER
NOW FEATURING
ihe*Best For The Young Wottidti

Student Special

V

Last Week* Winner*
I I Ntchollt Si al Tannaoaa Inch

»9HiHA,.

A**.

3rd Place

Water Street

Under The Dog

britts

t

Charley's Car Wash

•25
Gift Certificate
263 E. MAIN ST.

;

CONTEST RULES
1 To enter t he contest. contestants may cither MM this ad or an identical contest
paite obtained at no charge, at the Eastern Progress office 4th floor Jones
Building.
2 KntnesmustbepostinartednolaterthanSOOp.rn each Friday or delivered
to the Progress office 4th floor Jones Building. All entries mailed must be
mailed lo Kastern Progress 4th Floor Jones Building. Eastern Kentucky
t'niversity. Richmond. Ky 40475.

pms your
One
Stop

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
Open Monday Saturday 10 til 9 Sunday 1:30 5 30

\

1 Winners will be notified by telephone Winners names will be published each
week

(BEGLEY'S tf)
^^

DRUG

STORES

4 Name, address and telephone number must be on each entry Mail entire ad
s The decision of the judges each week will be final.
B Pick the winner and estimate score of the tie-breaker game It could i
your winning or losing Qn# Enfry D#r P#f,0n

_____5^

University Shopping Center 623-7325
I

r

I Ohio Si al UCLA I

Itoug'fi iWensuiear £fa. Z
Lower Level of the University Shoppm

Free Delivery

Center...

For The Most Fashionable Clothing Around
COLONEL CLUB MEMBER

624-2435

EASTERN
Wins by

I I Michigan Si. at Nona Dam. I |

Serving outrageous sandwiches
Wast Main •■ 3rd

TIEBREAKER

Richmond Plaza Shopping Center 623-5811

SUB CENTER

I lAuburn al T.IUWM I )

•
Loses by
Points Against

I I Indiana St. at Akron I I

Address.

Austin Peay
Phone.
Pick a winne*- in each ad and choose the tiebreaker.

CbHegeMastei
Fidelity Union Life

^

,t
Faaa 11/Val. 6S/N0. 6
Th« EitUfn ProfrMi
Thundav. S«pt«mbf 27.1*7*

Ward brings impressive record

Baseball team shows many new faces

•nurd baseman David Napi/W»il8 on an e*»y Wounder in a recent session of
fall practice for the Colotietf"**!! team .Photo hv Scott Adams)

RyKRAtCHlMI
Staff Writer
Kor most people baseball is entering
into its final stages, but here at the
university baseball is just beginning.
After many mediocre seasons the
baseball team has a new look This new
look consists of a new coach and
players who have transferred from
other colleges
The new coach is Jim Ward, who has
fine credentials Ward is from Cincinnati and attended Ohio University,
graduating in 1961 He received his
Masters here in 1965 and was a
graduate assistant on the baseball team
for two years under Turkey Hughes.
Ward has had many years of experience in coaching Before Kastem.
he coached for 11 years at Stetson
I diversity in Florida, producing many
fine teams there.
Ward also brought along some
athletes on his trip to Kentucky There
are four transfers, two from Florida
and two from Michigan Also there are
two promising freshmen from Klder
High School in Cincinnati. Resides this,
there are many experienced and
proven players returning from last
year's squad
The group of new faces includes Hud
Friess. a transfer from Seminole Jr
College in Florida Friess plays catcher
and according to Ward looks very
promising "Joe has a good arm and is
a very polished player and a good
leaderand this means alot" said Ward
Challenging Friess at catcher will be
a freshman. Joe Myers from FJder Ugh
in Cincinnati

Another transfer is Kevin Kocks who
attended Jackson Community College
College in Michigan He is an experienced plaver and is a very versatile
player who play infield position
Kevin Tully. an outfielder, is according to Ward a good hustler and
likes In climb fences to catch would-be
home runs Also in the outfield is Scott
LJuesnel. a rightfielder from St
Petersburg Community College in
Florida Ward related that Quesnel was
a lop junior college prospect in Florida.
Completing
the
outfield
it
<Yaig Meyer who returns from last
year's learn Wardhadthis to say about
these three outfielders: "They all have
very good arms and are good defensive
players "
Pitching nn this year's learn should
be stronger with more depth Two
exceptional pitchers are Greg Wiseman
and Tom McNulty. both returnees.
McNully was an all-Ohio Valley Conference player last year.
The infield includes Spider Weaver at
second base who has good ability and
quick hands Others are Mark Klein.
Paul Imvid Brown and freshman Mike
Woehler a Ihird baseman who looks
promising
One player Ward intends to count on
this season is freshman pitcher Steve
Hr-hholt/ from FJder High in Cincinnati.
Ward feels Kebhollz is a good pitcher
with good control and can help the team
even though he is only a freshman
Ward, coming into a losing program,
said that he feels it is a challenge He
added lhal the Colonels can be comlietitive and he hopes that people will

become interested in the team
"I like being at a school that is in a
conference and the atmosphere is very
good here, plus the players want to win
They do not realize the work it requires
but they want to be good and I think just
by fall practice and my evaluation of
the learn, that we will have a good and
competitive team in the spring." said.

Ward
There were 115 who tried out for the
learn this fall, of them only 50 remain
and there will be another cut to reduce
ihe learn to 35 players
The learn will play six exhibition
games I his fall The first one is on Oct 2
I against Northern Kentucky.

How many 6-frf ' llnch' 195P0U,nd
defensive tackl/are 'here in major
college football'
The answer ' probably none
Hut I hose a/ »he proportions of the
Colonels' Cha*» Brunson and that was
his position • Killian High School in
Miami. Fla/n
. .
And BruiT» definitely showed major
1
college pofhn"
_
„ .
Accord* ,0 heacl e°ach Roy Kidd.
films of ruwon in action were imHe „irlc a lot of plays all over the
field. tfn» sideline to sideline," said
K^
.
,,_
Wli* the coaches began recruiting
Krun^n in 1977. however, they realized

thai his size was unimpressive for a
defensive tackle, said Kidd
"We felt we'd play him at
linebacker." Kidd recalled.
So when Brunson reporfWto practice
thai summer, he worked with the
linebackers and defensive ends for
about three days
At ih;il point. Brunson was moved to
the most unlikely* spat of all for a-former down-lineman -- the secondary
"The coaches told me I had good
speed and quick feet." explained
Brunson of the move.
Brunson displayed those assets a lot
thai year, backing up All-OVC Anthony
Miller al strong safety Indeed, he
learned the finer points of playing a
foreign position
"There's a lot more space between
me and the runner now." noted

*«&»• -

4 -*--:*-

yard touchdown - and a 50-yard score
«i a punl return, all since moving to
free safely
Still, he could have had even more
interceptions had he not dropped a few
Brunson attributed those bobbles to a
"lack (if concentration" that he plans to
eliminate

Brunson "I have lo make more openfield tackles "
He adjusted well enough to become
the starting strong safety, as well as
<»ie of the punt-returners for the 1978
season
Then came another change
Midway through the season. Brunson
was moved over a spot to free safety
because of an injury to Joel Scrafton.
The move was perhaps a blessing in
disguise: in his first full game (vs.
Murray i at the newer position. Brunson
made a spectacular one-handed interception
"Al free safety, you have more opportunities lo get interceptions." said
Brunson
He smiled al the understatement
Brunson finished the year with two
interceptions - the second one an 82-

tin that note. Brunson. now a junior,
appeared to bean lhe right track. In the
first three games of this season, he has
already intercepted two passes And
i»ily dropped one
Which is%|t had for a former defensive linemvn
Which also brings up the question:
How many college football players can
say they've played about every
defensive position there is?
The answer is probably one

EKU

•A
Head coach Jim Ward looks on from the mound as three of his baseball C olonels
go through spring practice il'hoto h> Scott Adamsi

Runners fourth at UK meet
The Colonels' men's cross country
team will participate in the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Cross Countrv championship meet Saturday at Murray
Slate University
"Western is definitely the favorite lo
win the championship Murray also has
a fine learn." said cross country coach
Kick Krdmann
In last weekend's University of
Kentucky Invitational, the Colonels

Good
Friday
Only

Mondays only
With the coupon below get
$2.00 off any large 2 or
more item pizza.
Offer good every Monday
thru 10/1/79
It's madness'

GOOD FRIDAY

SPECIALS

Fast, Free Delivery
119 S. Collins
Phone: 023-7724

MINI • LHOIlt

g\t\ *

Our drivers leave the
store with less than $10.
We reserve the right
to limit our delivery area.
Prices subiect to
sales tax.

SWEATERS COATS QOEEA.
T
SKIRTS,
PLAIN

DRESSES JCQ

OH MEN S • LADIES

placed fourth Junior Bill Morgan of
Kix-hesler. Mich . led Colonel runners
with Ins eighth place finish in a lime of
32:01 in Ihe lo.ooo-meter run
Other Colonels and their finishes in
ihe steady downpour at IK were Andy
crowley. 2:trd; Kd Slrobach. 24th.
Iiennis Creekmore. 26th. and Gary
Noel. 29th
Ihe next home meet is the Kastem
Invitational at Arlington <>ct 13

onday
adnessl

PleaM peasant your Student ot faculty I D Card
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Bruns/n, former defensive lineman,
finds success at new backfield position
RvSTEVKpWHr
Stat*""'

SF

r

Copyright 1979
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2PIECESUITS j
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SHIRTS
Tap not* of these striking knit sweaters, we've got
in ad the newest textures and stylos. Of oil
in fashion colors. Sizo S. M. L.

ON HANGERS

OR FOLDED

One HOUR

Now. two great ways to charge*

DRY CLeaneRS

tICPenney

Shoppers Village
Shopping Center
or
Main Street Location

Downtown
Shop daily 9:30 til 5:30 ■ Fri. 9:30 til 8:30
Sat. 9:30 til 6:00 - San. 1:30 til 5:30

'.;

i

LAUNDERED AND
PRESSED TO
PERFECTION

^■■aj |Bfe*w
Off any large 2 or more
^k
^k
item pizza - Mondays only !
■M _■
A One coupon per pizza.
yA
W^ ^M ■ Expires: 10/1/79
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^k V Fast, Free Delivery
^f W 1 19 S. Collins
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Entire team
returning for
new tennis season
II. KKANK KlMl
Stan Mritri
Preparations (or the tennis team's
new season began this week when the
learn s challenge rounds started
The upcoming season appears bright
.is the Colonels return all of last year's
players The IWsspring team had a ISIK record good (or sixth in the Ohio
\alley Conferences
In the challenge rounds the best
players are picked in round robin
competition There are thirteen players
trying out for the team The rounds will
lasl for iwo weeks and give coach Tom
Higgins a good view as to who his top
leavers will be
Higgms is optimistic about his team s
chances m the spring One reason is Iwo
players who used lo play for Richmond
Model High School, freshman Chuck
inhson and sophomore John How lett
These two former teammates won the
stat*' high school doubles championship
in 1 s»7H .1 tui (iihson was ranked as one of

Netters
set for\
tournament

the stale's lop players in 1979
The top two players from last year's
s<|iiad. Jeff Zinn and Mark Hnlstein.
return for this year's term Zinn and
Holstein were the top doubles team and
were instrumental in the upset of the
i'niversity of Kentucky toward the end
'< last year's season
Another key player is David
lihanayam.
a
freshman
from
Maryland
The season does not start until next
spring but thai gives the team longer to
train and prepare The indoor season
starts the first part of February, more
Hun a month sooner than other schools
The team will play its indoor games
in ihe (ireg Adams Huilding designed
especially lor indoor tennis The
huildinK ls unique in that it was one of
i»il\ five institutionally owned facilities
in a college or university campus when
it was completed in 1977 The building
louses four courts, plus classrooms.
itffices and storage space
Kreshman David (ihanayam displays his form in the tennis
team's annual challenge rounds (ihanayam is expected to

see some playing ime for the Colonels, who were 15-18 last
spring

Scoreboard'
UPCOMING EVENTS
Football
Sept 29
Austin Peay at EKU,
Hanger Field. 2pm
Other OVC Con tests
i All Sept 2»>
Morehead St at Murray St
Nicholls St at Tennessee Tech
Indiana St at Akron

Sept 29 - EKU at Denison. Uranville.
O.llam
Oct. 1 - EKU at Centre College.
Danville. 4 p.m.
Women's Volleyball
Sept 28-29 - EKU Invitational.
Weaver Health Bldg and Begley Bldg
Oct 2 EKU at Morehead St ,6pm

Men's Cross-Country
Sept 29
Kentucky Intercollegiate
Cross country meet, at Murray

Men's (".If
Sept 28 30
Opryland Classic, at
Nashville. Tetm

Women's Cross-Country
Sept 29 ■ Kentucky Intercollegiate
(Yoss-country Championship Meet, at
Murray

EKU
East Tenn.

LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
Football (all games Sept. 22)
Fast Tennessee 27. EKU 20
llllM-l (..inn--.

Hoise St 31, Akron 13
Morehead St 28. Middle Tenn. 7
Murray St 24. Tennessee Tech 3
Western Ky 24. Austin Peay 20
Meat Cross-country
Sept 22 UK Invitational. EKU. 4th of
9 teams
Women's Cross-country
Sept 22 UK Invitational. EKU. 8th of
II teams

FOOTBALL STATS

7 3 7 3 - 20 Hiif.cll (Hunt kick)
14 6 0 7--27
EKU - FG Flores 32
A ~ 9.361
ETSU ~ Williams 6 run (Hunt
Women's Tennis
kick)
EKU
Sept 28 Murray State at EKU. 10
EKU - Parrish 34 pass from First Downs
13
a m
Sept 28
Fast Tennessee at EKU. Hughes (Flores kick)
Rushes-Yards
39-111
2:30 pm.
ETSU -- Ferrell 68 run (Hunt kick) Passing Yards
||5
Oct 2 EKU at Kentucky, Lexington.
ETSU - FG Hunt 39
Return Yards
0
:t p m
ETSU - FC Hunt 34
Passes
7-15-2
EKU - FG Flores 30
Punts
4-37.8
EKU -- Patton 2 run (Flores kick) rumbles-Lost
2-2
Women's Field Hockey
ETSU - Chestnut 9 pass from Penalties-yards
0-0
Sept 28 EKU at Dayton, 4 pm

Scramball
The Colonels' women's field hockey team will go on their first road trip of the
season this week They will first travel to Ohio to play I'niversity of Dayton
•••■pi <H and Dehison College on Sept 29 Then they will return to Kentucky to
play Centre ColiWe in Ilanville on Monday. Ocl I In the photo above three
1
"lonel field hix'lkev players dark skirts pursue Ihe ha II in the 0(1 tie against
Miami II' ' I'hoiji hx stexe Krowni

By DENISE LAftflON
Staff Writer
Sixteen teams from seven states will
be represented as the women's
volleyball team hosts its skvth annual
invitational tournament tomorrow and
Saturday
The organization of thu year's
competition, as stated in the program.
will be a combination round rtuin pool
play and single elimination.
Six places will be determined as the
result of single elimination play. There
will be three pools consisting 01 five
teams in Pool II and III and six teams
in Pool I. The top three teams in rach
pool will advance to a sitgle
elimination playoff. Match pay
throughout the competition will be IS
point games, the best two out of three
game matches
Games will be scheduled in boh
Hegley and Weaver Gyms.
"II will be tremendous volleyball
ipompetition," said Dianne Murphy,
vomen's basketball coach and tourtment coordinator.
Ke list of the teams competing in
•s last year's AIWA small college
cbhipions. Florida Technological
I'nlersity,
Kellogg
Community
i oily. from Michigan, last year's
N.IC A champions and the defending
invitaonal champions Mount St.
JiBephxf Ohio.

ETSU
19
55-212
204
10
16-23-0
3-33.3
5-4
6-70

Volley bailers
ousted
at Northern
l-ast weekend » Northern Kentucky
University, the (Xn* suffered eight
defeats and earnev>ne victory They
were defeated by Viiana Slate 10.15
andfi-15 and by OMotafi 7-15 and 9-15
The losses were allied to poor
Nocking and coveraflerrors A consistent run of points V the" opposing
learn proved to be Ihe d*dmK factor in
all the games.
In the victorious game tpr Mount St
Joseph College, there w, good „.
change and 44 percent hsing. The
(olonels won the first gam 15.11 and
lost the other two 10-15. 15-t
The most impressive gme was
against Northern Kentucky U,Versity
After losing the first game 15, the
women gained momentum n' the
second game and blocking was r> to 49
percent However, a spiking eriy lost
the lasl point and Northern won 7 ig

To be FUped or
Not to be Raped: ....that is the question
Bill SpNt Sh*k«

202 S. Third

People ere attacked every day by -apists purse snatchers. hoods mugger* and dogs
They attack the young, the old. the rich the poor the skinny the tat. the big and the
small Now you can purchase a Paraly/er Maze Tear Gas Tube that you can carry with
•ou anywhere you go and have the confidence that you can stop a big strong man.
■ arate expert, or mad dog fight in his tracks
The Paraiyier Maze Tear Gas a chemical gas is in a lipstick type tube that has GO
sprays effective from eight 8 to ten 10 feel per spray The tube is about four 4i
inches long and sprays m a shotgun pattern It is guaranteed to stop any attackers, or
yOur /noney back
Oder by Mail make check or money order payable to The Mare Company, tor »6 00
$5 00 tor the Maze plus S1 00 tor shipping and handling Allow 11 days for shipping if
vou send check allow 6 days for shipping if you send money order

' ALL LAW
20% OFF
•ENFORCEMENT
i
[STUDENTS &
All Services'
At The i
'FACULTY «■*■•»«.«■■
Bring Coupon

-I

I Vour Name .

Man To
The Maze Company
|
1 1049 Roane Dr.
Concord. Tenn. 37720 !

. AddreU _
I

624-2244
For appt. call Sharon

City

This man is a paid
plasma donor.
He represents one-third of all
blood donors in America.

Hairloom

i
i
!
!

This Coupon Is Worth
An Additional

$2.00

Beside The Regular
Fee
Bio ■•sowrcoa. Cars*.

^
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NEW RELEASES By Stsve Martin, Bonnie
Raitt, Foreigner, Molly Hatchet, Jethro Tull,
Cheap Trick, Etc.
Bring this ad for *"| •• Off
On the
New LP> By Buff art. Parsons or Cttap Trick

3

EXPIRES 10 5 79

Rupp Arena Ticket Outlet
Behind Jerry's
623-5058
Off the By-Pass

Get FRESH With Wendy's

COUPON SAVINGS
;

i

ALBUMS«8-TR«CASSETTES

292 S. Second St.,
Richmond, Kentucky
623-0641

mmm

mm
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Soccer
club

Emphasis on leadership

Sports clubs offer keen competition
BvJII.I.M. srinNDKI.E

A "sports elub" is a team that
competes against olher schools on a
less intense level than athletics, but a
more intense level than intramurals.
Kxamples- women's volleyball

l.ln -I Wlil.T

A Sports Club''
Yeah. I know what
lhal is It's like a lelterman's club
It's nof Well then . er . it's, a . a
primitive baseball hat? Or how about
a new bar nn Main Street">
The truth is not many students know
what a sports club is Those that do
know proba bly have a limited idea as to
the possible scope of sports clubs.

A "sports club" is any group of
students who want to meet on a regular
basts because of a common interest in a
sport activity.
The emphasis is on student leadership and the success of the club is
dependent on the enthusiasm of its
members The Sports Club Director
and the Intramural-Recreational
Sports Office provide guidance,
publicity and facilities and the students
provide the interest and the drive. The
positive results that comes from
meeting new people, developing and
refining sport skills and organizing and
running a club justify the existence of
this program.

A "sports club" is a team that
competes against other schools on an
intercollegiate level, but is not offered
through the department of athletics
Kxamples: soccer, men's volleyball
and women's snftball
A "sports club" is a group of students
with varying abilities in a specific sport
who gel together to work on their skills
Kxamples fencing and trap and skeet.

At the present time there are eight
active sport clubs: soccer, rugby,
volleyball. Jogging, bowling, judo.
fencing and Softball Possibilities for
future clubs can be anything from belly
dancing to weight lifting, backpacking
to team handball. All you have to do to
■rganize a club-is gather a handful of
people who are interested and come
down to the Sports Club Office in 30B

Weaver or call 3340 from 1 4 p.m on
Monday - Friday.
If you've been looking for something
to get involved in or would like to get in
some regular exercise, or miss the
excitement of being on a school team,
don't look us over. Sports clubs are a
division of intramural-recreational
sports. We offer "something for
everyone."

Senior cadets
down juniors 28-7
For the fifth year in a row. EKU's
senior class ROTC cadets have
defeated the junior class KOTC cadets
■n the annual ROTC flag football game.
The seniors defeated the juniors 28-7
in a game that was characterized bv a

large amount of passing.
Offensively, the juniors relied upon
the passing arm of Richard Hornack
and the all-around playability of Ron
Rogers The only junior Tl) was on a
pass from Hornack to Rogers.
For the seniors, the offense rested on
the foursome of Rick Welch. Steve
Marinnneaux. George Millan. and Don
Hartholomew A pass from Rick Welch
to (Jeorge Millan sparked the seniors'
lead late in the first quarter
This year's juniors will be next year's
seniors, and they will get their chance
to perpetuate this tradition

Mclntyre

Action in the annual ROTC flag football resulted in the senior class winning 2H 7 The seniors have won the past five years

(Continued from pag* 101
pretty intense I never want to get too
relaxed because that's when you start
standing around." he said
Mis of ft he-field altitude is another
mailer, though
Here, we present the case of The
Fuzzy Five, which Mclntyre had no
easy time explaining
During two-aday practices in early August, five
full me I players, including Mclntyre.
decided to shave their heads
There
was no special reason
"It's kind of strange." said Mclntyre
"Three of us who start on defense have
shaved heads - me. Kd Laski and
Danny Martin That's almost the whole
left side "
And what do The Fuzzy Five plan to
do against Austin Peay on Saturday0
Mclntyre knows that the Colonels
face a considerable challenge in the
person of quarterback Steve Hrewer.
twice named OVC Offensive Player of
> lh»Week last Mason.
"One thing we've got to do is apply
pressure to him." said Mclntyre.
Anyone for crushed quarterback''

At
^Full Menu (Steaks, Chicken, Shrimp, Sandwiches)

one per customer

BONANZA
Eastern By-Pass

• Salad Bar (Over 38 Items To Choose From)

623-9694
Eat-In Drive Thru

O

* Live Entertainment (Train 45 Friday Night
Alec & Diana Saturday Night)

139 D. KMIarney Square

-, Emoy J-^Q,
SPECIAL ORDERS
BY REQUEST

Place
A
A
A
11
A
A
H
Tran-

Ky Christian

<>rt 3
Hellarmine
Oct 10 Cumberland College
Oct 13
Morehead
Oct 16
Berea
Oct 22
Transylvania
Oct 27
Univ. of lx>uisville
Nov.2-3
KISA Tournament
sylvania

r

OH Eastern By-Pats Near Holiday Inn

Houri 6 am till 7 pm

Sept 29

7- Longer Hours 10:30a.m.-10:30p.m.

THE DONUT SHOP
7 Days A Week

Date

The Extra Point

(Expires Oct. 2, 79, one per customer)

Archies Upper Crust
263 East Mam Street
Richmond Kentucky

sort KK
Ki-m.iinini; S< hi-(lull-

ft

This Coupon Allows You ONE
Free IS* Pastry Item In Our Case
Fast/Free Delivery

think that they would be inclined to
do this if they did not love the game.
"I've never met a group of
guys--men, I should say--who have
been as sacrificing as they are and get
very little in return for it other ihan
simply the satisfaction of playing the
game."
Robinette,
who disclaims
any
references to himself as an athlete,
gives a lot of credit to the intramural
department tor keeping the program
on its feet after the club's near
collapse.
"I had recognized so many of the
guys in the past who put so much into
the club
that
I
was
certainly
committed to not letting it drop.
"So I talked lo Wayne Jennings
(director of intramurals) who has
been extremely supportive of the
soccer club. I have nothing but praise
for the intramural office, because
they have helped to create some
enthusiasm and commitment on the
parts of the soccer players."
Nevertheless,' the paradox still
remains as to why a speech professor
with no athletic inclinations ever
turned out to be a soccer coach.
"I came not by choice, but by
chance. Kate . . . fortune was spinning
the wheel and it just happened to stop
on soccer when it hit my name."

Our Customers Make

We are so proud of our cooks and the
goodies they bake, that we want you
to taste them

COA~r%A'tA Free Cokes with
OZQ-Zm** delivery iuslask'

Amid the noise and excitement of
nearby flag football contests, in the
shadows of the hulking varsity
football players, there is a crude
collection of athletes who derive
pleasure from kicking a round ball all
over the field.
They call themselves the soccer
club.
It is indeed a crude collection.
Some individuals are of different
nationalities. Some are extremely
talented. Many are not. Most do not
look like the type who would be able
to run for 45 minutes in a single half
of a soccer game without stopping.
But there is a common bond among
them: dedication. They must be
dedicated, for there is no other force
which would produce such enthusiasm.
"I would have to say that, largely,
the enthusiasm, the commitment, the
dedication, has come simply from the
team itself," said Dan Robinette, a
speech professor who doubles as (he
soccer coach.
"Naturally, nothing extrinsic has
been able to serve as a motivating
device, olher than the fact that I'm
sure they're eager to win the state
championship."
The reason be hid Robinette's use
of "naturally" is that there are no
scholarships available to any of the
athletes; hence, the name soccer club,
not team.
Still, the players compete against
teams with scholarship players and
that is where the dedication must
come in.
"They come out and devote at least
two hours a day to practice; they have
to buy their own uniforms and they
pay for their own gas and
transportation to away games. So
(hey are involved in making some sort
of financial commitment and I don't

v Free refills on all drinks except milk

(ma .M,..s,Ki...E.«kw,.k
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SUB CENTER
SERVING OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES

W. THIRD
AND
MAIN ST.

FREE DELIVERY 624-2435

EAT IN
TAKE OUT
FREE DELIVERY

W*

ALL WEEKEND

^* *»

■

SUBMARINE SANDWICHES

REGULAR
SANDWICHES
Served on White, Rye
or Whole Wheat Breed.
Lettuce, Tomato, Mayo
Mustard or Onion on
Haquest. lOtf extra

ROAST BEEF.
TURKEY.
HAM
MAN & CHEESE
SALAMI (Genoa)
SALAMI & CHEESE
LIVERWORST.
TUNA SALAD
CHEESE

MIXED.
HAM
SALAMI
ROAST BEEfi
TURKEY.
LIVERWORST.;
TUNA
CHEESE..

J.29
j.29
.1.29
J.39
.1.29
.1.39
.1.19
1.29
1.19

......•«

.. 2.25
..2.25
• •2.25
••2.25
..2.25
.2.25
..2.25
..2.25

"DIET THING" A CHEF'S
Portions of Roast Beef, Hem,
Turkey, Salami and Swiss Cheeee
on a bed of Lettuce and Tomato
Slices end* your choice of
dressing.
$2.03

SIDE ORDERS
I.OF I I I

,1.55
1.55
1.55.
1.55
1.55.
1.55
;1.55:
1.55

WEIGHT WATCHERS SPECIAL

COKE. SPRITE. TAB
•'»
LEMONADE OH ICE TEA .......-»
ASSORTED CHIPS
«
MOT PEPPERS
05
KOSIIEL PICKLE SLICE....... •••'?
CHILI. •••••••■•..•••••••••••••. !
TOSSEO SALAD.
«5

Inside

IncludM Leiruc*. Tomato, Onion, enmt
S«n«onln9 ind our own Top S»cr«t DrMtlng.

>

HOURS
MON.-SAT. 10a.m. to 12 MIDNITE
SUNDAY 4p.m. to 12 MIDNITE

DELIVERY
MINIMUM $1.75

Friday thru Sunday

£2L

Monday Night Buffet$

JIB
(All You Can Eat & Drink) 3.09
And
Daily Buffet $3 09

Free Deliver,
Sun.

1,JK.-MkM*

(1£J*!£„J:30)
SSLJSSL

tUSLLllSl

623.7752

Thun.. SML 11 p.m.

n
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Arts
Death of the
starving artist

Modern commercial an has made
ihe idea of the poor starving artist a
phenomenon of ages gone
Today artists display their work in
mediums never dreamed of by the lot
ot da- Vinci and Michaclangelo.
from automobiles to T-shirts to
I \ commercials, art is a money-making business for millions.
Television revolutionized the an
industry as it did every industry that it
touched. The most prevalent in the
television production of art is the
multi-million dollar cartoon. Originated from newspapers and magazines the merrv characters such as
Daffy Duck. Batman and Robin.
Hues Bunnv. the Road Runner and all
the other Saturday morning favorites
.ire now prime art forms which turned
into gold mines for their originators
(and we all know how valuable gold is
getting).
T\ also uses artistic genius in their
commcrkials. Without the beautiful,
artistic touch many "station breaks"
would be worthless.
Magazines, with their extensive use
ot color have at their fingertips a
bottomless well of material to give
their ads an added punch. This
money-reaping process is also attributed,
cd.to
to the artistic world.
Scarcely could ja newspaper editora I be so intense that an editorial
ial

s\

VJ

1

—fiffi&m§?-@mm3r
cartoon would not help express the people got something uselul like
point. In newspaper advertising, also, money instead of just praises and
drawings are essential.
laurel wreaths.
Albums, one of the biggest selling
FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH
items in America today and definitely
This week's edition of Record
a money-making business, are now World's record rating places Robert
often being sold by their cover design John's "Sad Eyes," for the second
even before ihe buyer has listened to week, as the number one single. Led
the music it contains. With intricate Zeppelin's "In Through the Out
designs, vibrant colors and often lots Door" tops the albums list for the
of imagery, the record industry is third week.
selling album covers as well as music.
RCA is launching a new rock band
A tour of any college campus in the
from Millennium Records with an
country should alert one to a huge
unusual hype - baseball cards (no
business in the use of art designs
bubble gum, just the cards). "Yipes"
none other than the revered T-shin. (fitting name for a band being
Now available in any style, design,
released with bubble gum packaging,
color and with any message imagineh?) goes by the slogan thai they are
able, thev are trulv the art form for
"a band thai takes its fun seriously."
the 1980Y
WEKU-FM (88.9) will be airing
Last but not least, as the clichegoes, the idol of the century-the "Concert Guitar with Larry Snitzler"
automobile. The designs now avail- ai9a.m. on Friday, Oct. 5 as the first
able to the purchaser of such elite in a series of 13 parts on public radio.
models as a Trans-Am, Porsche or
"Mouse & Kelley: A book of rock
Firebird are nearly unlimited in their and roll graphics" by Stanley Mouse
creativity and style. Spiders, birds, and Alton Kelley will be available in
sunsets, mountains and all the other October from Delta Books. The book
wonders of nature arc now artistically is a collection of "electric age folk
designed for the special man-made art" according to Stanley Mouse.
car. at a special price, of course.
Saturday. Sept. 29, at 9 a.m.,
Despite the claims by masters
WEKU-FM will be airing Benjamin
(usually wealthy and pompous) that Britten's first opera, "Paul Bunyan."
the artists of today are selling out, it is This one is sure to be interesting if not
about time that this group of talented in the usual sense of opera.

Theatre presents'There Goes The Bride
H|«eninB Ik-t 2. the Uluegrass Dinner
Theatre will present "There (Joes the
I'ndr
and a "squirreher
event
cMiinni he imagined'
It'* wedding day (or Judy Westerby
l.ikr all wedding days there is utler
confusion Fearsome delays, a house
lull "I relatives, last minute ,id

lustmenls to Ihe bride's attire.
nostalgia and jittery tempers complicate affairs Sound normal0
Forgel it' \n one seems normal at
ihe Weslerhys
Take Judy's fey
crandpa. for instance
Or her dad.
Timothy, Ihe hallucinalor. who
HM'rales without hallucinogens
He

needs only a Now to Ihe head to return
him to ihe lien's
There (Joes Ihe Bride" by Ray
i'ooney and John Chapman. Ihe
hrilliant team that also gave us "Move
over Mrs Markham" and "Not Now
Darling" Playing at Ihe lUuegrass
Dinner Theatre through Nov :i

Open wide
Richard Dreyfus (who is also appearing in "The Goodbye
nii-l" on campus this week) a young ichthyologist and Oiief
it Police Itrody <Roy Scheider) are relieved when a tiger
shark is caught by bounty hunters, believing it to be the sea

For four showings

University Film Series
presents 'Goodbye Girl'
Bv K ATI I IK STAMPS
Staff Writer
Wednesday and Thursday nights the
I niversily Film Series will be showing
"The (JoodbyetJirl" al 8 and in p m in
Pearl Muchanan Theater
Written by Neil Simon, this comic
love slory is definitely worth seeing
Simon's wife, Marsha Mason stars with
Idchard Dreyfuss He's the one that
won Ihe Academy Award for this lilm.
remember''

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
n.y *«,j.89**
Feb.
L~June 1. 1980
Beginner or advanced. Study Spanish in beautiful Seville, Spain. Farn

The story line is very good and Mason
and Dreyfuss are excellent choices for
the lead roles However. Ihe real star of
the show is Ihe kid. played by Quinn
Oimmings
Dreyfuss plays an aspiring actor
whose old (nend happens lo be Mason's
ex-lover, old friend offers to sublet his
apartment > inhabited at the present
time by Mason and daughter! to
I Teyfuss who accepts

He arrives on a cold and rainy night
lo move in and is greeted by a very
hostile duo of women
As you can guess, they soon resolve
this trivial problem and yes. ta -da fall
in love This transition is a little too
unrealistic II happens too fast, but this
is the movies and they only have ninety
minutes
There are lots of good one liners, a bit
•i slapstick humor and some good
acting See it

Elections For
Homecoming Queen Candidates Oct. 4th.

FOR
EVERYONE

years college credit for about the same cost as a semester here;
Come experience the Old World with us in
Spain
Fulfill your college requirements and
have the tune of your life in a tropical climate.
Whether you're a beginner or advanced,
you'll learn Spanish much better than you
could in a conventional setting Standardized
tests prove it
Spanish isn't all you'll learn.
You'll experience the culture, make lifetime
Spanish friends, and see this part of the world.
Our enthusiastic alumni write and tell us
their semester in Spam was the highlight of
their college career Call us collect We'll give
you their names, addresses and phone numbers
to contact for yourself

monster that has attacked bathers The scene is from
Iniversal's "Jaws." which opens tonight at Ihe Pearl
Ituchanan Theatre,

Professor Barton Siebring, former Spanish
professor at Calvin College for 10 years will
lead the rigorous academic study.
Come with us Feb. 1-June I, 1980. Round
trip jet from Toronto, Canada, room, board
and full tuition all for only S2.I89. (Government loans and grants apply.
Live it!
You'll learn more Spanish, and
learn it better for about the same cost aj sitting
in a conventional classroom We live in Spanish
homes.

SPECIAL

49506

(all (616) 942 -2541 collect - - A program of Trinity Christian College

^ _ _
$2.00

Pizza

BIBLE
MOMENT

10" SINGLE TOPPING

Spaghetti
PLAIN OR MEAT SAUCE

Don't miss this opportunity, space fills up
fast Call us collect at once for mote details.
Credits wui be accepted by any college

SEMESTER IN SPAIN. 2442 East Collier S.E., Grand Rapids. Mich

DIAL

FREE DELIVERY
To Campus Afttr 4:00
On Any Onto Ow

Mon. thru Fn.
11 ».m. -3p.n

Andy's
Pizza Palace 623-5400
Eattsrn By-Pats

624-2427

The time has come,
at a touch of a button
your banking is as easy as
one,*two, three.
Get The Maoje Touch

Md NY

From Your Bank

State Bank & Trust
Tkt H Card
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State Bank
A« i Trait Craptay
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Main St.
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Big Hill Ave.

Eastern By-Pass

is looking for
competent persons
with auto
for pizza delivery
Apply in person.
Archie* Upper Crust
263 East Main Street
Richmond. Kentucky
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Crowd fills aisles
at ballet
performance
H\ IMI\\\ 111 \( II
Organisation* Kdllor

People stood in the aisles to watch the
beauty and grace ^ (he Louisville
Hallet when they performed in Hiram
Brock Auditorium Tuesday night
The company presented a varied
program that could be appreciated by
even the novice student of ballet

Blues band
featured
downtown
By DIANE KEARNEY
Staff Writer

Two aspects of a man's personality
battling for dominance was the theme
i* the contemporary ballet. "Lifeline."
The drama of this powerful dance
was enhanced by the effective use of
lighting.

(Editor's note: This is the first in a
aeries on small regional bands In use
University area. The weekly series will
feature both Richmond-based bands
and ihose visaing the town.)

For thestudent of classical ballet, the
Isunsville Ballet's interpretation of
"Swan Lake." entitled "Connotations"
was to be appreciated.

The downtown area had a performance by a great blues band last
weekend

The piece, choreographed by Alun
.hines. combined three interpretations
(fine "White Swan" pas dedeaux The
piece was designed to honor those who
have immortalized this major work.

Review
The first selection was "Schumann
Quartet."
a neo-classical ballet
depicting the dancer's response to the
music of Robert Schumann.
The program took a comedic twist
when Martha Connerton walked on
stage in a slip to perform "Bonnie's

JUuea "
"Bonnie's Blues." a contemporary
number, sung by Bonnie Raitt. dealt
with the problems of everyday living.
Connerton utilized her props, a chair
and a cigarette, so effectively that they
took on a grace of their own. In one
portion of this very modern dance, she
incorporated a smoke ring into her
performance.

If one can judge by audience
response.
then
Tschaikovsky's
"Aurora's Wedding" was the most
popular piece of the evening.
The
combination of
elaborate
costumes, effective lighting, and
beautiful choreogrpahy
had the
audience clapping throughout most of
the number
"Aurora's Wedding" is the story of
Sleeping Reality and all of the fairy-tale
characters who attend her wedding.
It was an appropriate ending for a
program that took all of its viewers into
a fairy-ialc world of their own. if only
for .1 few hours

The Hollywood Slim Blues Quartet
gave an excellent concert at T.HaaBfc
badil's last Friday, that had the
audience rolling.

Two performers from the Louisville Ballet were captured in
a striking pose during their rendition of "Aurora's Wedding"
during their performance in Brock Auditorium Tuesday
night The dance is of the classical tale of Sleeping Beauty
where t he various fairy ta le characters gather to da nee at the

princess' wedding ceremony. The characters include the owl
and the pussycat. Red Riding Hood and,the Bluebirds The
music was by Tchaikovsky, choreography by Marius Petipa
and restaging by Helen Starr H'hiitn h\ Read Adams)

'Rocky Horror Picture Show conjures up
fantasies
KvMAKTIlA CLAYTON
Staff Writer
iKditnr's note: "Rocky Horror
Picture Show." will he showing at the
krnlurkv Thralrr in Lexington in the
niMI future.I
l>r
Frank-n-Furter
has
the
prescription for unleashing penned up
frustrations and unrealized fantasies It
includes throwing rice, tossing toast
and role-playing with characters on the
big screen
A mixture of all these
things, with the addition of a fair
amount of decadence, conjures up a
bizarre concoction known as the
'Rocky Horror Picture Show "
The Iransvestite mad scientist
r-Vank-n-Furter leads a hand of lovable
f*l ghoulish disciples on a search for
total self-acceptance One doesn't quite
realize this motive until the very end
when Or F-n-Fsacrifices himself to his
cause "Don't Dream It. Be It" he sings
to the rafters at the closing scene
Columbia, her brother
Riff Half.
Magenta and the "master's" creation.

Rocky, all live with the good doctor in a
decaying mansion in a seemingly
liaunted wood
They are displaced
citizens of a mythical land. Transsexual Transylvania, in another
galaxy The name of their homeland is
an indication of the type of crowd they
are Their tastes run strictly Inward the
kinky

Their tastes run
strictly toward
the kinky.
The prem ise of the movie is that it is a
in day science-fiction of the
classic Boris KarloffBela l.agosi
horror films The movie deviates from
lhis a bit by adding rock music and
rolicking
choreography
Dr.
Frankenstein is interpreted as a black
corseted, hip swinging iransvestite. the
character nf l>r Frank-n -Furter is at
hrsl repulsive, but later takes on the
role nf I he misunderstood visionary,
lluil evokes the sympathy of the viewer

The story introduces Brad Majors
and Janet Weiss, ihe original AllAmerican couple, who stumble across
ihe merry hand of space colonists after
predictably running out of gas on a
Stormy night near Frank-n-Furler's
castle They knock at the door and are
ushered In by the caretender. Riff-Raff.
a wraspy voiced Quasimodo. Brad and
Janet
realize, though not quickly
enough, thai Ihey will not be given gas
nriisenf a telephone and sent their way
The movie prompts much response
front loyal "Kinky Mirror" goers It is
a lesson in audience participation In
the opening scene. Brad and Janet are
attending a wedding Large numbers of
Ihe audience join right in with the
crowd on the screen by singing along
and bombarding the front of the theatre
with rice When the pair run out of gas
in ihe rain, we onlookers are treated to
a similar shower by our fellow movie
gOFTS Kveryone boos the villain and
likewise clievn Ihe "good guys" when
either appear'on screen These carnival
type antics continue throughout
The

lias

spawned

an

outrageous cult that is fiercely
dedicated to '"Rocky Horror Picture
Show.'' you might not believe that most
of those who have seen it twenty times
or more take it quite seriously. Many of
them dress up as their favorite
character and sit in the same seat for
every.showing

'The Rocky Horror
Picture Show'
is pure escapism.
The Vogue Theatre, in Louisville,
where f first saw it. recently celebrated
the fiftieth consecutive Saturday by
conducting a look -a like contest As a
result of its burgeoning popularity, the
tickets are usually sold out by 11 30 and
people line up about that time to get the
choice spots inside.
Once i nsi de. you are on your own The
doors lo the lobby are shut behind you
nnd the management doesn't make an
appearance again The walls around
voll become the boundaries of the far-

out land thai is shared by Ihe players on
Ihe stage with the audience in the movie
house
"The Kocky Horror I'iclure Show"' is
pure escapism
At Ihe same time,
detractors have heralded ihe movie as
Ihe
breakdown
Of
morals
and
rationality of the youth of the late
seventies
The same was said of peace marches,
sit-ins. sock hops and various activities
of youth in preceding decades Every
generation has had some vent for their
inhibitions and fantasies
The overt sexuality of the movie is
whal ignites most of ihe criticism In
actuality, most young people who view
Ihe movie do not plan to copy the
behavior of the characters, just pariKipatl* in ihe rowdlness thai the film
induces
Consequently, many people attend
the "Rock) Horror Picture Show'' just
lo
participate
in
the
circus
alnmosphere What ever the reason you
might find yourself surrounded by
costumed individuals doing the "Time
Warp.'.' either join right in or try and
remain very inconspicuous

The HSBQ is based out of Berea. Ohio
inear Cleveland) and the members
have all lived the majority of their lives
within a mile of each other
Members nf the band include: John
Lucic.
22, a University senior
majoring in industrial-arts who plays
the guitar: Greg Lucic (John's
brother!. 29, the lead singer who also
plays Ihe harmonica; J.D White who
plays bass, and Mickey Kopoa. 22, the
drummer
The band has recently added two new
members, who did not appear this
weekend
Jeff Hergan and Conrad
Auckerman play the horns
HSBQ has been together for a year
and a half and usually play only during
the summer because John Lucic has
been going to school. They plan to keep
Ihe band on a rather small level touring
towns and colleges The reason for this,
according to John Lucic. is because,
"the better blues bands are the ones
who never made it big They developed
a following and some weren't even
discovered i fnr their talent I until after
ihey died "
The
hand
has
many
favorite
musicians including Muddy Waters.
Ikiwhn' Wolf. Sonny Boy Williamson
and Koberl Junior Lockwood who is the
hands biggest influence, according to
IJICIC

y

Being a basically blues band, they do
play some jazz and plan to "touch a
variety of music.'' Lucic addedSome songs they played included
"Boom Boom - Out Go The Lights"
recently recorded by the Pat Travers
Hand. "Flip Flop Fly" which is on the
lUues Brothers iJohnBeiushi and Dan
Ackroyd) album. "I Don't Know" by
sonny Hoy Williamson, and "One More
Night" by the Davis Cotton Band.
Richmond is treated'with some good
music and hopefully it will get a wide
variety of types in the future. Unfortunatelv. this is probably the only
time HSQB will appear here (at least
for a while i
Hut should the chance arise, see
ihem They are defimately worth it.

Rockwell International
Automotive Operations
*
Automotive Operations. Rockwtll International has long t»«n
Ihe world'* largest independent supplier of components to the
ground tranaportatlon Industry. Combining Innovative engineering, precision manufacturing and aggressive marketing,
approximately 30,000 men and women throughout our headquarters atari, technical center and nearly SO manufacturing

plants worldwide, produce diversified equipment for heavyduty trucks, cars and commercial vehicle! Through Rockwell
International's corporate policy of shared capability. Automotive and other Rockwell operatlona have a atrength and dynamism far In excess of ordinary expectations. This shared
capability Is central to the outstanding success of the corporation.

Automotfve's continued growth creates many career opportunities tor talented
Individuals. Opportunities exist for graduates predominantly in the following areas:

Financial
Management

Engineering
Management

Manufacturing
Management

Requirements: MBA or BBA
In Finance or Accounting.

Requirements: BSME (primarily),
BSIE, or •• Plastics Engineering.

Requirement.: BSME, BSIE, BBA
or BS Production Management.

Financial and Colt Analyst Positions in:

Engineering Trainee Positions lit
■ RESEARCH and D€Vt:LOf*««NT

Various Positions in:
■MANUFACTURING SUPERVISION
■ INDUSTRIAL ENCHi EE R INC
B MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
■ ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
■ PRODUCTION CONTROL
■ QUALITY CONTROL

• COBT ■smatATiaro and pmcwto
BCO«T.ndC«MBHALACCOO(rnHG
■ atVBSTaMDfT ANALYSIS SYSTEMS

■ NEW PRODUCTS DESIGN
ENGINEERING
■OSrVBLOPSSlNI aeiillllTI

QUALITY
PIZZA & SANDWICHES

4 inch
Sandwich j
& Regular j
Soft Drink I

Lunch Special
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S^adness I
$2.95!
2 toppings j
of your choice ;

j Regular 12
I Pizza with
FOR AN Onr€AMPUS
INTERVIEW OR FURTHER
INFORMATION ABOUT
THESE CAREER-GROWTH
OPPORTUNITIES, CONTACT
YOUR COLLEGE
PLACEMENT OFFICE.
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News/Features

Wilson focuses on
international
political events
lit Itllll |M l| | Ml
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• »utret i and past world

Local media
quizzes Wilson

14-itish support fur Ihe United Slate*
war efforts
.lohiisnii nnce even asked Wilson to
-end a platoon of highlanders in their
kilts and tarrying bagpipes as a symbol
• < support aeording to the former
statesman That. ton. was. refused
staled Wilson with a smile on his face
Commenting on former lYesident
Richard M Nixon. Wilson said. "'He
could have been a highly significant
president and indeed I think he was."
citing conversations with Nixon in

II v KOI! IK H.I. A It
Managing Kdilor

World politics in my submission
is not as as simple as that.'
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A en- in New York at
i. nun iliiit Ihey A.mid eall on
I • ■«■ .i walk in Central
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t « .is sate n| course."

'ailed 'In- Presidency of
-•■• i-A.i and the lad Ih'al ii
rcrni llial 'lie \ngln
I e ,..il takeover "I Ihe
.. mi I'd •
:.i. e\e| vv ilsini nnled
there .\ei e mi
Un in.il ..i iiilmtn.il communications at
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pi ime
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as 'ins event thai i"r
il lliv ID ineiple laws III
l«.|iiii-s .-1.1. I. A.IS ir\ri never, rock
•i • Imjii ..' Ihe Vnglo \nn riiMit
'.tis|it|i \..ilhiii one \eai" ol llle
il .lociurns
.'.''termed I'iesident Lyndon K
• - '.•i.-ii.
.■lively
inspiring.
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illllletill
.mil staled that
nlk "i disigreemenl lielween the
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vias

strongly

com

.. ii.ld .1 IHIIA in- ii;ni tn weekly
«oi . rci|iicKl tiisenil Hrilish
v ii'iuan .is .i gesture of

which Ihe former president had
i laimi'd that only he could bring peace
In Vietnam as well as recognize lied
' Inii.i
Wilson staled that while never personally meeting President Carter, that
lie did have Ihe pleasure of meeting the
lYi-siileiil's brother at the Atlanta
\ir|Mirt
staggering
l In Ihe subject o| the Soviet I'nion.
Wilson speculated thai while it was
■ lilfieult lii foresee who the new future
leaders might lie that il was important
In remember thai their present leaders
were ■•■ ol in Iheir first youth " He
emphasised ihai the Russians might
want lo seek a firmer detente with the
west due in parl In Ihe strength of the
VYT< i organization, which is viewed as
an effective counterpart lo expansion in
the Warsaw I'aet countries
He also noted 'something "f an in
lerionly complex in Russia
asking
the audience why Ihe Soviet I'nion
would commit such an act of cynicism
and provocation as stationing combat
Imops in l 'uba
Wilson also expressed Ills displeasure
HI ihe change ill altitude in the west in
which lie \ icwcd many jienple in
western countries as taking Chinese
■ Spalisnill Inn lightly
I do not irusl ihcm. " said Wilson.
slating that like Ihe Russians, Ihe
ihinese were dedicated communists
Tiny are a very smooth people
warned Wilson advising Ihe I'niled
States not lo lake them into its Irusl
Wilson compared tin' different views
dial | pie have ol Ihe Russians and
Chinese in what he termed Ins
"(iondy Baddy huruuil.ri.it]
\i cording to this logic since the
llussians were considered had by the
western world and the Russians hated
the i lunese tlieiithe fninese must IK-

Sir Harold Wilson, a former Hrilish prime minister and leader of Rritain's
labour Parly, contemplates a point during his visit to the campus Sunday

Cooling system off
H»

ity.w inn i
Staff Wiiii'i

\ll central air conditioning uniis on
Ihe
I niversily s campus
were
scheduled lor their annual shutdown
this week in orck't lo conserve energy
along with decreased use due lo cooler
weaihei according I" Rill Hacker
SII|H'|'MSOI ol mechanical maintenance
al Ihe I niv ersity
Hi
.1 ('
Powell.
I niversiiv
president ordered 'In- shutdowns.
Hacker explained, Iml ihe healing
system will mil be turned on im
mediately
Mr I'owell tells us when to
turn I hem i Ihe systems • on and when lo
iiim ilicm "If We iln ""' move until

i hen "
The I'niversity has control of all
systems in dormitories and in
academic
and
.administrative
buildings RriK-klon housing units with
an conditioners and healing systems
,ue iml subject lo Ihe regulations, as
'hose units an- individually controlled
liv the occupants Any air conditioners
in these houses must be supplied by ihe
residents The healers, however, are
installed hy the rniversily
Most likely, the air conditioning
system will !«■ turned off until next
semester. Hacker aikled. as il would
take a while ' In turn Ihe system back
• HI even if I here were lobe a wave of hot
weal her

People Poll

'I never interfere with the internet politics

tin \ mi has i' .inv nisii o. tni s of foreign nationalities'* I l.t \. v nil encountered
an> problem* in inlcrpicling llii'ir lecture material because of language difficulties" I'IH.I.IS II\ sieve lliowili

line nevei -lops lo realize what a
tliHcii'in i -iiiikni participation might
in ike I diversity students, il ihey
vol">l in i blocl
'Ollld control every
ul
in Madison « ninny. One only
ha. lo lic.il ihe various complaints
mli in. have ahoui Richmond
I"-1'.'
ami othci aspects of ihe
I'' 'tf ■■ 'I .1 i oininunII\ lo know that if
Miidcin-i I'xeictscd their option lo
mie. ilien opinions migjii carry more
. i dii
Soiif college towns the si/e of
Ki hition i have had siudents elected
.', iiityoi .mil to other sorts of offices.
Ii i niveisit) students would care
enough to vote, such an event would
not he impossible here in Madison
' oiinly

I he most confusing ihing lo mosl
.indents is iln residency requirement
loi voting \\ hat most people do not,
"■ is thai after 30 days in
1
in 1'id, you are considered a
resident ol Madison County. This

of a country I am visiting.'

"Now Ihey are in groups of four, five
■r six and are dedicated and trained
people." said Ihe former Prime
Minister.citing Iheir sophistication and
use of advanced technology
"(If any group of four, five or six, only
one knows Ihe names of Ihe others," he
said, adding thai this type of close
organization makes them harder to
deal with
"They're a much more serious threat
lo us now." Wilson commenled
Commenting on the fact thai a lot of
the arms and financial support to the
IRA is coming from sympathizers in
Ihe northeastern section of lb" United

I'IHMI

v\ K.m railed this notion a fallacy and
said ol Ihe reasoning. "World politics in
inv submission is not as simple as
Dial

means that even if you have lived all
ol your life in Nome. Alaska, belore
tins semester, you can still vote in this
upcoming election.
I Ins year n is especially attractive
lor oul-ol-stale students because they
cm vote in this year's Governor's
race, whereas, in mosl other slates
like Ohio, the only races ibis year will
he lor ininoi oil ices.
VOiing
in
Kichmond
is
also
attractive to instate students, .as
school will he in session on election
day and il will be much easier lo vote
in Richmond than going home or
voting absentee. If you live on
campus, you can vole in ihe basement
ol Hurnam Hall
Ii is fairly easy to gel regislered lo
vole. One can go down lo Ihe
Madison County Courthouse on
Main Street. The Young Democrats,
( ollege Republicans and ihe League
of Women Voicrs have sponsored
voter registration drives in Ihe past
and will probably do the same this
year.
Ihe
deadline
lor
voter
registration is Oct. 9.
Ihe next lime that you complain
about high tuition, the Governor, Ihe
police in Richmond or any of a
variety of problems that occur in
government, remember that you can
make a
difference.
Almost
all
University siudents over 18 are
eligible (o vote here in Richmond and
I dope lhat his year you will take lime
to do so.

llelanir Harvey, freshmaa, special
aliiin. llavliNi Ohio.
'Nn Rut I do have one leaeher
In* s not foreign tHIT he mumbles mul
talks to the hoard so he . hard In
understand

IMIIU

'..it ■ i il.lw.ll sophomore, nr
('(Minting. Kelfry.
Yes Well not really He does a
pretty good job ii taking Ins lime lo
14-1 across Ihe material If we ikin't
understand, lie repeats himself lie
Kays thai sometimes he has a hard
lime understanding us IIHI "

teliiiic

("ISUMI.

junior,

/

~~\

To vote
or not
to vote?
y i ii> In ilia people, have long hi and
I" 1 10 ■.'" mi is one thai has
pioliaol) >n vei been used by a
majority ul I nivervit) students, II
l!iil\eiM \ Mudcnty would register
ainl
isc iheii option lo sole. ihc>
jmild he i he main force in Madison
( ciniiv politics I hus tar. ihe citizens
of Ul
II- -ale liiini a student
ial..> i, i HI hopefully I nivcrsity
slink-tils m.iv he able lo have more
•• t'l.i ni ihe inline,

Former British Prime Minister Sir
Harold Wilson met with local news
media in the Board of Regents Room in
the ('nates Administration Building
Sunday for a 5 p m press conference
before his scheduled lecture at the
I'niversity
Representatives from the press
fielded a number of questions to the
elder statesman who emphasized. "I'm
not a retired politician." citing regular
attendance in the House of Commons,
as well as continued government work
as proof of this contention.
Wilson refused to assess President
Carter's performance as a world
leader, instead stating. "I never interfere with the internal politics of a
country thai I am visiting."
Referring lo the Middle East peace
treaty between Israel and Egypt,
though. Wilson said of the President, "I
think he did make a magnificent contribution at Camp David." adding. "He
did achieve the impossible by bringing
the two together "
Wilson pointed out his long known
pro Israel stand in the Middle East and
offered his view thai settlement of the
situation centered entirely on the
question of Arab settlements.
When questioned about whether or
not he feared for his life, in the wake of
terrorism tactics and assassinations of
Rritish government officials by the
Irish Republican Army I IRA I, Wilson
staled lhat like all politicians he was
concerned and aware of the threat of
death
"I know I was on Ihe list . on occasion anyway." said Wilson referring
lo prospective targets of
IRA
assassination attempts
Wilson ciled a change in Ihe IRA of
today from the same organization lhat
he dealt with when he was Prime
Minister
He cited numerous limes when he had
met with IRA representatives in the
nisi and was "lemfied." charac
lerizing them as "murderers "

States, Wilson said. "I've said many
times before, that this is wrong "
"Those guns are being sent over for
Ihe purpose of murder." argued Wilson
He said that Northern Ireland was
recognized as much a part of the United
Kingdom as Texas. Massachusetts or
Kentucky was of the United States and
that Ihe British would never send guns
In those states if they threatened
succession
The former prime minister did name
the American Civil War as an exception
He added that the IRA was not
concerned with the future of Ireland as
they pretended to be. but instead were
simply an "ultra group of people who
want to destroy any sort of
democracy."
*
On the subject of Soviet combat
Hoops in Cuba, Wilson asked. "Why in
(iod's name wasn't it known?"
He stated that he could not comprehend how the CIA had failed to
discover the troops and if they did. why
Ihe information was never made public
On the subject of Sen. Edward
Kennedy's national health plan and the
controversy lhat it has sparked. Wilson
said. "A lot of this discussion in this
country is beside the point
Wilson defended similar national
health care, which is available in Great
Britain, stating lhat it was a fact that
Ihe Rritish hospitals were equipped and
prepared so that anyone who had a
health problem could be treated
While Wilson admitted to the
program having problems, among
ilH'in ihe desire for many doctors
preferring lo treat private patients, he
claimed that these problems were
largely solved by the time he left office
"Millions of people are getting
irealed now, lhan ever before." he
staled
On local Rritain's role in world af
fairs. Wilson characterized it ris important since his country, until
recently, was a vast empire
He said lhat he saw Great Britain as
"highly relevant to world affairs."
since il possessed a great knowledge of

medical

leclllllilogv . I iiiitii-mc

"Yes | lose my interest real easy
ii s hard for me in keep interest in
the class because I have to listen so
lard In comprehend the material "

Vicky Kroner, senior, physical
.-.im .itnut Cincinnati, Ohio.
"I did when I was a freshman
Yes d was a western civilization
class H was hard lo understand Ihe
material, bul Ihe tents came from
Ihe honk, so the class was fair Some
people understood htm and some
ibiln I "

ihe third .world in terms of economics
and politics, based on past experiences
According lo Ihe former prime
minister. Ihe fact that his country is
■totally self-sufficient" for oil also
made it valuable in terms of world
leadership
Wilson termed the major problems
facing the United States. Britain and
other countries in the world today was
basically economic in substance
lliese were problems that famous
historic leaders such as Alfred the
Great who conquered England never
had lo worry about in those simple
limes, joked Ihe elder statesman

Breathing
»,/ easier
Well, here comes the season for
viruses and colds again. The plugged
up head, sore throat and aching fever
time.
We see twice as many upper
respiratory infections as the next
common problem (which is injuries).
This year they are hitting earlier and
harder than before.
So is there anything we can do? No,
friends, there is still no cure for the
common cold, but yes, there IS
something you can do.
LISTEN in the winter, on the
average, indoor air in the northern
U.S. and Canada is drier than Death
Valley or the Gobi Desert or anything
in nature except perhaps volcanoes
and forest fires.
This acts like a desert wind on the
respiratory membranes and dries
them out. They lose their resistance to
infection. You get colds easier and
take longer to get well. Human
respiratory membranes require a
QUART of water (in the form of
moist air) a day to maintain their
defenses. It seems incredible, but it's
true and when you have a respiratory
infection your membranes are dehydrated and your defenses are zilch.

The answer? A vaporizer for
everyone at Eastern. (Faculty and
staff too.) That means a heat
vaporizer, for choice, because the
cold vaporizers have great big drops
about 10 times the size of heat
droplets, so of course they don't get
nearly as far down in the bronchial
tree.
The cost? Less than S10 at
drugstores, discount houses, etc.
The benefit? Approximately a third
shorter disability time and if you use
it regularly when you are well, about
a THIRD FEWER COLDS PER
YEAR.
Now this, is important! Vaporizers
resemble the human body, in one
respect. It is that if you don't wash
them squeaky clean every week or so
they get corrupt and foul and full of
mold and other awfuls, which you
then proceed to breathe all night. This
makes you sicker and does not help
you get well. Just remember, clean
vaporizers heal, dirty ones poison.
For a long term investment of $10
or less, that may be the end of the
rainbow, but its not bad!
I tell you, at my house we have
vaporizers. We are believers.
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'Camera
Three'
premeries

' Amity ville Horror'becomes
a disappointing movie after
an exciting book
By BETTY MALKIN
Staff Writer
On Nov 13. It77, Ronald DeFeo
brutally murdered hit family. He said
voices in the house told him to do it.
TMrteen months later George and
Kathy l.utz moved into that house ...
and then 28 days later moved out.
The story of that house in Amity ville,
NY is a strange one. The Lutz's felt
there was something odd about the
house the moment they moved in. When
a priest comes to bless the house, the
real problems start. The visit triggers a
long string of supernatural occurrences
and the l.utz family is plagued by
"hnitile beings" up to the night they
leave.
Problems with the house include
voices, swarming flies, green slime
coming out of walls, quarrelsome
behavior among the family members,
the appearance (and disappearance) of
a red-faced pig. odors of human excrement,
rapping
sounds
and

ftVimtWsti

forfeiting a $28,000 equity on the house
According to the author of the book, all
nf the Lutz's claims were later accounted for and even .explained by
parapsyc hologists.
Now ... Did the Lutz family leave all
their possessions behind when they left
the house because they forsaw the
money they would make off a future
book? Or does slime really ooze out of
walls and flies swarm at windows and a
red-faced pig runs wild in the house in
Amity ville ^ Present-owners James and
Barbara Cromarty say no They have
had no problems with the house and are
suing the Lutz family for Sl.l million in
damages. However, demonologists
contend that "demons" can go back
into hiding as fast as they come out the Cromartys merely were not victims.
On the other hand. William Weber,
the Lutz's first collaborator on the
book, says all the spooky details of the
IJJIZ'S story were improvised while
getting smashed on a bottle of wine
Weber has had a falling out with Lutz.

The original story it terrifying--it doesn't
need any spicing up.
It is a wonder how the family could
live in such a house for so long. But Lutz
is a stubborn man and he becomes
adamant, almost obsessed, not to be
driven out of his own home In the end,
the psychic force inside the house does
drive the Lutz family out of their home,
never to return
The validity of the story has become
quite controversial b it real or is it
fake'' There are many sides to the
story, so let's take a look at the facts.
This much we know for sure. The
house in Amityville is built on old Indian ground, the site of sacrificial rites.
In late 1977. Ronnie DeFeo kiUs his
mother, father, two sisters and two
brothers. He testifies in court that
voices in the house told him to commit
the murders In December 1978. Lutz
purchases the home Incredibly. Lutz
and Defeo look very much alike The
family flees the home 28 days later -

so it is possible he made this up to get \
revenge Weber iscurrently suing l-utz
for breech of contract
The facts have been presented. So ...
I In you believe9
The answer is simple If you read the
honk, you will believe If you see the
movie, you will not It is as simple as
that
The 1977 best selling book is excellently written by Jay Anson The
story moves rapidly along catching the
reader up in the horrifying details nf the
l.uti's experiences The book is easy to
read, even though the story is written
very straight
- almost like a
documentary This no-nonsense approach makes the story very real In the
reader The book includes a follow-up
chapter and anepilogue which are most
interesting
The follow-up is an account of a
February 1976 visit to the Amityville

house by clairvoyants, psychics,
parapsychologists and a demonoiogist.
Included in this group were two men
from the Psychic Research Institute In
Durham. N.C. According to the author,
many nf these people became ill during
their visit and all agreed the house had
a demnnic spirit and needed an exorcist
In the epilogue the author tries to
substantiate the Lutz'sclaims by giving
the reader background Information on
supernatural phenomena. For instance,
in "Demonical Possession and Exorcism" the author. Father Nicola, said
recurrent flies and odors of human
excrement
are
characteristic
trademarks of demonic infestation. The
author also parallels the Lutz's experiences to other reports of hauntings
and psychic occurrences.
All nf this makes for a truly gripping
hmk that I highly recommend. The
movie, however, is another story.
The motion picture is a smash at the
box office It grossed $40 million in one
month Hut the success of the movie is
obviously a credit to the fine book,
because the movie flops The film sticks
fairly close to the book, but the
grpesome details are emphasized in the
movie And with all the "Wood and
imls" the movie seems sensationalistic.
The movie also shows the Catholic
(liurch i n a dim light And this coupled
with the sensationalism of the gory
details, makes the story lose its validity
to the viewer
Also, the writers have evidently felt
like they must shock us to scare us I
disagree
The original story is
terrifying - it doesn't need any spicing
up And even though shocking and
gruesome details have been added to
the story. I still found the book to be
ii¥ire frightening than the movie.
because it was so much
more
'believable
Si you have heard about the book.
you have heard about the movie, you
have heard the rumors and you have
Itcard ihe facts Do vou believe9

Professional COIltaCt LeilS

Kour Louisville Ballet dancers. Sherry Gilpin. David Guffy. Donna Morgan and
Sleven Lee. performed "Schumann Quartet" in Brock Auditorium Tuesday
night 'I'IH.to by Brian Potts'

During the new fall season, KET
continues to explore the arts and
culture of our times as "Camera
Three"
premieres
and
"Sneak
Previews" returns for its second
season
Kor 25 years. "Camera Three" was a
'Sunday morning staple on the CBS
television network, offering viewers an
ever-changing look at the creative arts
throughout the world
On Thursday.
Oct. 4 at 9:30 p m . "Camera Three"
returns to the air o KKT. in the
premiere of a new series that combines
,ihe best nf the old series with all new
productions
like its acclaimed predecessor, the
new "Camera Three" explores the
human creative spirit and examines the
techniques and skills of innovators in
the arts The first program takes a look
at contemporary composer Marvin
Hamlisch
Immediately preceding "Camera
Three." "Sneak Previews" offers its
viewers a guide to the movies as noted
film critics Roger Kbert and <;ene
Siskel provide their recommendations
concerning recent films
This season. "Sneak Previews"
promises to be more lively than ever, as
it airs on a weekly basis beginning
Thursday. ()cl 4 at'9 p.m.
Kvery other week. Kbert and Siskel
candidly critique several currentlyrunning motion pictures, bringing to
the series an unabashed (and occasionally combative) approach to
their evaluations
On alternate weeks, a new feature
entitled "Sneak Previews: Take 2"
presents a look at film trends past and
present.
"Sneak Previews" is repeated
Sundays at 3:30 p.m
on KKT

Bond addresses 'Sharing the Dream'
"But Presidents alone are not able to
reverse great tides in human history."
said Julian Bond to students at the
I'niversity of Kentucky this past July
as he recounted changes in the
American social scene since 1891,
Bond's address is part of the 12-part
"Sharing
The
Dream"
series
premiering on KKT Monday. Oct. 1 at
7 30 p m

Beginning with a quote from Alexis
de Tocqueville's book, "Democracy In
America." Bond discusses "The Past.
lYesent and Probable Future of the
Struggle for Racial Kquality in the
trilled Stales" and answers questions
about his political career.
Bond, a Georgia Slate senator and
civil
libertarian, believes
that
historians will consider 1978 as "the

year (he racial tide was turned, and
ihat measures such as Proposition 13
are "social arson at the grass roots
level" which may prevent the black and
poor from ever closing the gap between
the shadow and substance in the
American dream
"Sharing The Dream" is a KKT
produced series featuring prominent
Mack Americans who are challenged
by the hope of the '80's.

Service

(Downtown)
228 West Main
Eye Examinations And Glasses In Same Office
All Type Of Contact Lens Available

ALL WORK DONE BY PROFESSIONALS

Phone 623-3367
FRIED CHICKEN
The taste that made

the South love chicken
at prices chicken-lovers love.
DAY

WEDNESDAY
Regular '2.40 Value

US. 25
SOUTH
NEXT TO
CLARKMOORES
SCHOOL
Coming Soon
Our Second Location
0a Tho Eastern By Pass

COMPLETE DINNER
Includes: 3 Pieces Honey-Dipped Fried
Chicken, Mash Potatoes And Gravy
Cole Slaw And One Hot Butter-Tastln Biscuit
Copyright 1977 Famous Recipe Fried Chicken

v

Thompson's IGA
Foodliner
Eastern By-Pass

\
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Grade posting policy
altered
Bv It ANDY PATRICK
SUff Writer
Teachers will no longer be allowed to
use students' Social Security numbers
to post grades, according to John
Palmore. the University's attorney.
Palmore srated that such publication
of grades without the student's consent
is a violation of the Family Rights and
Privacy
Act
and is
therefore
prohibited
The issue arose at a faculty meeting
last summer, during which Palmore
himself suggested that the policy be
changed.
I>r John Rowlett. vice president of
Academic Affairs and Research, said
that the chairman and faculty members could post grades, but they would
not be able to use social security
numbers As of now. however, Rowlett
said that there is "no report on the
procedures that they will follow "
Students offered several views and
suggestions on the new policy.
Kric Sayler. a sophomore turf
management major from Champaign.

Questions please?
Kiirmer British IVime Minister Sir Harold Wilson answered
caastions from the local media at a Sunday afternoon press
conference in the Hoard of Regent* Hoom in the (oates

Write your congressman

Ituilding Wilson, who served two terms as prime minister,
later spoke on international affairs at Brock Auditorium See
rrlalrd »lories and pk-turr on page .1

< ongress is in session and many people have complaints or questions for their
congressmen A list of Kentucky senators' and representatives' addresses have
been provided for those who wish to write them

Talent show, movie, disco, part
of Stay On Campus Weekend
dition
Kiilliming the talent show, a midnight
nmvie will be shown in Brock
Vuditonum The movie title will be
announced at a later date
Saturday afternoon will feature the
Colonels in a football game with
Jackson State I'niversity A banner
contest "ill also take place in which
campus organizations may participate

B» HI IK IN rum
News l<:<li(rnPlanning is underway for an activity
packed- Stay On Campus Weekend,
which is set for the weekend of Nov 9
III. according to Skip Daughterly.
director of student activities and
organizations
The activities will include an
amateur latent show on Friday
evening Daugherty. who said that this
will be a serious talent show." ex
plained that students will be able to
audition i >ct 2B and 29 Competition for
the show will be narrowed down to 12 or
15 acts by student judges, he added
Cash prizes will he awarded, in ad

A disco d,nice and dance contest will
!«• held from 9pm until lam in the
Keen Johnson Ballroom, also on

Saturday
Tickets for the weekend activities
will lie snld in a pocket three activities
lor IP Tickets will not be sold
separately (or each event

Ill. said. "I thought it was fine the way
it was. After all. who cares what
somebody else got."
Jimmy Stone, a sophomore drafting
and design technology major from
Georgetown, commented, "They ought
to assign each student a number just for
that class. That way no one would know
what somebody else's number la."
"I guess maybe every student could
be given a special number," remarked
Hleen Peters, a freshman elementary
education major from West Chester.
lino "I think it's up to the students'
individual rights if they want their
grades posted or not." said Peters who
said she wouldn't mind having her
grades posted after her finals "It's just
between the teachers and the students "
Monica Rartlett said that she liked
"them posting grades" last year. "I
don't know why anyone would go to all
that trouble to find someone else's
grades." added Bartlett. a sophomore
spVial
education
major
from
Louisville.

i s SKWIOHS
Waller Huddlesion (D)
2121 Dirksen Building
Washington. DC 20510
202-224 2542

"We re trying to make an event of
this." stressed Daugherty. "There are
things to be dune here if" people will
participate in this then that will lend
itself to additional ones being planned
ni the future." he added
'Tliis is the perfect opportunity to
stay on campus." Daugherty continued
And it definitely solves the
(woblem of nothing to do on the
weekends We're looking. Iiopefully. for
a large crowd "
Along with a small committee
working with the student activities
office, other organizations helping out
include Men and Women's Inlerdorm.
Inter Fraternity Council. Panhellenic.
Student \ss<Kiation and residence hall
programmers

Romano MazioH (I) 3rd I
2246 Rayburn Building
Washington,DC 20515
202-225-5401
M.<;. Snyder iH-4thi
2330 Rayburn Building
Washington, DC 20515
202 225-3465

Wendell Ford < Dl
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington. DC 20510
202-224-4343
IS. REPRESENTATIVES:

Tim Lee Carter (R-Slh
2267 Rayburn Building
202-225-4601

Carroll Hubbard Jr. ID-lull
204 Cannon Building
Washington. DC 20515
202-225-3115

Larry Hopkins <R-«Ui>
514 Cannon Building
Washington. DC 20515
202 225-4706

William Nalcher <D-2nd>
2333 Rayburn Building
Washington, DC 20515
202-225-3501

Carl Perkins (D-7thl
2328 Rayburn Building
Washington, DC 20515
202-225 4935
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Tickets:^ Students
$ 00
3 Non students
Brock Auditorium

Josh White Jr.

Thursday & Friday,
Sept. 27 & 28

6:00, 8:00 & 10:00

Faculty
speech

(Contiou.d from pafa II
was scientific logic and needed no in
terpretation in many cases from the
instructor In the 12 years that he has
been leaching at the University. Luta
stated that he has never received a
complaint from students about his
accent
l)r John Rowlett, vice president for
Academic Affairs and Research, said
that he would recommend that any
students that were having problems
with language interpretations should
contact the instructor or the department chairman
All applicants for University faculty
positions must be cleared through
several offices. Rowlett said. Including
his own
The University's employment codes
and the review process allowed only for
1heemployment of personnel who were
evaluated as having acceptable
language skills to teach, according to
Itnwlett
Some student and faculty members
who discussed the language and
cultural problems did see some advantages in having foreign faculty
members on the campus
l.uis expressed his views stating.
"Because of the accent, they have to
stretch themselves and pay more atlentton " He added.. "Sometimes it's
not the disadvantage that some people
think Some find it charming and
fascinating Particularly so. if they
know the subject matter "
line faculty member even saw
foreign faculty as providing students
with a chance to expand their culture

Homecoming
Election
For
Homecoming
Queen
Candidates
Pick Yours
On Page 7.

Monday, Oct. 15 - 7:30
Free Concert
Brock Auditorium

The "Total Entertainer" la an
accurate description bestowed
by show business colleagues
on Josh White, Jr.

Pep Rally
Today In
The Ravine
6:30
Feature
Big Foot 4-6:15
Coming
Attraction

Chuck

(See Video performance at the Powell Information Desk Friday)

University
Film

"I think it was better when they
posted the grades." answered Nancy
Fischer, a sophomore nursing major
from Henderson. "I never looked at
anyone else's numbers before." she
said
Denver Cnllett, a senior business
management major from London said
"How many people know your Social
Security number? A lot of people don't
even know their own." he added.

Mangione
"ONE OF THE
BEST PICTURES
OF THE YEAR."
HUE UAQAZINE

The Original

Presented in Pearl
Buchanan Theatre,
Keen Johnson
Building
Seven Nights
Per Week
For Additional
Information Call
622-3855
Admission M.00
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PsOlaV Saturday & Sunday

Dollars More ?:oo&930
Coming Home
Monday & Tuesday
Oct. 1 & 2 6:00. 8:00 & 10:00
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emef
Wednesday & Thursday
Oct. 3 & 4 8:00 & 10:00

Friday, Saturday & Sunday

Oct. 5, 6, 7 7:00 & 9:00

MIDNIGHT MOVIES
Frl., Sept. 28 Coming Home

Sat., Sept. 29

JAWS

